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AbsCmct
The question this thesis seeks to answer is: How did the Johanninc community
view its K60j.lo~ (world) and how, in turn, was this view shared by the sclf-
understanding (of the community? It is argued that the answer to this question can be
uncovered through a socia-literary analysis of the usc of I(OOIJO~ in the Fourth
Gospel. Such an analysis shows lhat whole thematic complexes -- for example, the
Prologue and John 17 -- bear directly on the question of how the community
undeutands itself and its KOOj.lOl;. Morevoer, an examination of how the narrative
is developed in the Fourth Gospel indicates that it mirrors a social reality: the
community has moved from a position of inclusion in the Hellenistic Jewish world to
one ofexc1usion and alienation.
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INTRODUCfION
The Johanninc literature has long been recognised as distinctive and unlike the
other literature of the New Testament. More recent Johannine studies have focused
on the unique nature of the community which gave rise to these writings _. that is, the
Four1h Gospel and the Epistles. l The focus of this pal1icular discussion is the self-
understanding and self-awareness of this Johannine community. The emphasis is on
answering the qtJe5tion, How did the community perceive and evaluate its relative
position in the Greco-Roman world of the New Testament era? To answer this
• The existence of a community giving rise 10 the gospel implies that it was not
Ihe \'Itlrk of a single author. The discussion surrounding the question of authorship
is nol, however,lhe focus of this study. Suffice il10 say that the probable existen...",
of a community behind the gospel necessarily implies a communal contribution to Ihe
writing and editing process. For this reason our discussion will allu<le to ''authors''
rather than simply ''author''. For sample eKplorations into the topic of authorship sec
Raymond Brown, rill.! COII/III/lllily oj Ille Heloved Disdp/e (New York, NY: Paulisl
Press, 1979), pp. 94·96, 102·103; Alan Culpepper, The Joharmine School, SBL
Dissertation Series (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1975), pp.34ff; Oscar Cullmann, lJer
jollOllltdsche Kreis. Seill Plotz 1m Spdj"dentllm, In der Jnngenehajl JcSIl IIIUJ im
lfrr.:ltristclllllnl (TObingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1915), ET: Tile Jo'tattnlne Circle, translaled
by SCM, (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976), pp. 1·5.63·85; Norman Perrin and
Dennis Duling, rile New 1'cstOltumt: An InlmJ'lelion (New York. NY: HBl,1982).
pp. J30f. 3J1r; Robert Kysar, The FOlll1h Evangelist attd His Gospel (Minneapolis:
Augsburg. 1975), pp. 38.54, 86-101.
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question we must delve into the literary devices of the Fourth Gospel, particularly the
symbolic use of K6c110~ (world). The literary treatment of K6c~ll>C; in thll !:\ospel
renects and is innmmced by the Johannine understanding of the community's
relationship with a larger social environment. This relationship is revealed through
the telling of the story of the Johannine Jesus.
The Fourth GoslJel offers "a case of continual. harmonic reinforcement between
social experience and ideology."~ It is this dialectic fcalurll of the gospel which
prompts us to examine the social and cultural innuences on the text's crlllltion.
Fundamental to this discussion is the argument that the authors' cKpcctations, beliefs,
and world-view represent the Johannine community's collective behaviour and
traditions.
To begin with, we should address the nature of the community a~sociated with
the Fourth Gospel and what the notion of the Johannine community brings to our
interpretation of the gospel. Raymond Brown's contribution to the discovery of the
Johannine community is integral to this aspect of the discussion. Sewnd, the
contributions of a variety of biblical scholars on the interpretation of K6oJ.l~ will be
presented in an effort to silhouette the trends of traditional biblical scholarship. Third,
a detailed argument for the developmental characteristics of the Fourth Gospel will he
presented. The development of the lext highlights and mirrors the development of the
Johannine community. The argument builds on the work of N. H. Casscm and Ernst
Kasemann, -- but goes beyond them in articulating an originalthe~;s of our nwn. The
~ Wayne Meeks, The Moral World of Ihe !'ir.;/ Chri.\',ians (Philadelphia
Westminster Press, 1986), p. 71.
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conclusions will be based equally upon observed parallels between the Prologue orlhe
Fourth Gospel and John 17, and the impact of the thematic treatment of K60Il~·
Finally, 1Ul argument will be made for the IJlacement of the lohannine community
within a pluralistic jewish selling.
Although the main area of concentration lies in the gospel itself, some
discussion of the lohannine Episllo!s is necessary. Because they form part of the
lohnnninc mal;ix Md because argument has been made for their inclusion as pari of
the historical conlcxt for Ihe Johannine community, they cannot be excluded. The
common ground between lhe Founh Gospel and the epistles can be characterized as
a "theological world view."'
Both speak of the world in negative terms, of being 'of the world', and
its hatred for both Jesus and his followers. Both speak of the new
commandment of love for one another. of Jesus laying down his life,
of abiding in 'him' or Jesus, of 'we' who have seen and borne witness.
Both speak of salvation in terms of knowledge and of eternal life. and
sec this salvation in largely present or realized terms; both stress Jesus
as Son of God.~
The placement of the epistles after the gospel and consequently, at the end of the
Joh..... 'linc history is assumed in our discussion of Johannine self-awareness and self-
understanding. in ac..:ordance with the overwhelming consensus of biblical scholarship.
We must recognize the process of self-definition and self-awareness. The
JolHlnnine community's understanding of itself evolved over time. lIeginning with the
, Judith M. Lieu, The Theology of Ihe Joflwwirle Epistles (Cambridge: CUP,
[991), p. 100. Lieu does maintain, however, that the epistles maintain their own
inte£rity by being separate from the gospel. Therefore it is possible to discuss the
theology of I John_ for eltample.
~ lhid., p. [00.
witness to Jesus and ending with alienation trom thc synagogul'S of Pall'stilll' S~lr-
definition, by definition, includcs "detcrmining c~rta;n horizoll~, then achieving scII'..
understanding, and finally the moment of self-shaping.'" TIlc process or coming into
'being' is mirrored by the process of wntmg and creating the Fourth Gospel. The
stages of development are reflected in the text and enable us, the readers, 10 disctlver
an unfolding history
The Johannine presentation ;s rooted in its cosmic theology b:lsed 011 cerl;lill
dualistic notions: Jesus and the Jewish authorities, the Johalll1ine community ;illtllhe
larger Jewish community, These dualistic connicls manifest themselves in lhe
symbolism of the Fourth Gospel -- light and darkness, the believers and "the Jews".
good and evil. The Johannine community and the "0a1!0l; Me set up in dvalistic
opposition 10 each other. This dualism is at the heart of Johnnnine sdf-understanding
and is the foundation for its negative treatment of the "OaI!O~ in the lIourth Gospel.
This thesis offers a greater underslanC:',1g of and llpprecintion for the stale of
Ihe Johannine community and for its perceivcd social siluation The dU:.llstic
symbolism <'fthe Fourth Gospel is Ihe backdrop for a community fuelled by the hores
of its Jewish messiah, namely to rid the world of evil and to bring about universnl
peace and hannony.
l WayneO. McCrcady, "Johannine Self-Understanding and the Synagogue Episode
of John 9" in Self-Dc/initio/! Qlld Sclj-J);sr.:ow:ry ill Harly Chrisf;Qlfily, pp. 147-166,
edited by David J. Hawkin and Tom Robinson (New York, NY Edwin Mellen Press,
1990), p. 165.
CHAPTER I
The Method of Discovery
A fascinating discussion in Johannine scholarship pertains to the ~discovery· of
the community Ihat is probably responsible for the 10hannine Iilerature (the fourth Gospel
and the three epistles of John). Through redaction criticism and tlte pioneering efforts of
Raymond E. Brown. the existence of a distinctive Johannine community, with its own
unique history, has now been accepted by almost all biblical scholars. The community
is thought 10 be a distinct group somehow separate from a standard urban lifestyle
associated with Jerusalem Je\\'5. Brown's text, The ComnllmilY of the Beloved Disciple.
is an historical endeavour, an effort to chart the progress of the Johannine community
through four stages between ca. SO C.E. 10 the second century. His prime concern is with
the life of this community, not with the life of Jesus.
Primarily, the Gospels tell us how an evangelist conceived of and
presented Jesus 10 a Christian community in Ihe last third of the first
century, a presentation that indirectly gives us an insight into that
community's life at the time when the Gospel was wrilten. Secondarily ...
the Gospels reveal something about the pre·Gospel history of the
.f>
evangelist's christolo);ical views; indirectly, they also reveal something
about the community's history earlier in the century ... Thirdly, the Gospels
offer limited means for reconstructing the ministry and message of the
historical Jesus.!
The entire Fourth Gospel and the epistles associated with the same group (John 1,2, ])
comprise a narrative record of the life of this community and ils views on the leaching
of Jesus.
Brown argues that this community was separate from the larger Jewish communIty
and maintained a sectarian nature. He does conclude, however, thai the Johannine
community was not a sect in the true sense of the word but possessed qualities of a
sectarian group.l His analysis of the life of the Johannine community aSSCS$es an
increasing conflict between the Johannine Christians and other types of Christians and
varying groups of Jews, The conflict is manifested in Ihe "dialogues between Jesus and
'the Jews'~ which are indicative of "the relationship between the Johannine community and
the synagogue."}
Alan Culpepper has identified yet another group 10 add to Brown's initial
presentation of the Johannine situation. Culpepper places a great deal of emphasis on a
I Raymond Brown, The Commllnily o/the Beloved Disciple (New York, NY: Paulist
Press, 1979), p. 17.
~ Ibid., p.90.
) Raymond Brown. "'Other Sheep Not of This Fold" The Johannine Perspective on
Christian Diversity in the Late First Century," lHI. 97 (1978) 1:5.22, p. 7. Brown praises
J. L. Martyn's "method of investigation" which is based on the premise that the Fourth
Gospel's authors express their own experiences in the gospel through their interpretation
of Jesus' actions.
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Johannine school, which he argues existed within the larL:er Johannine community.
Culpepper describes the Johannine setting in terms of a hierarchical structure with the
Beloved Disciple as a leader and founding teacher! A select group of students who were
pari of a larger Johannine community surrounded the Beloved Disciple. The Beloved
Disciple acted as an authorilative leacher who had direct access 10 Ihe minisll}' of Jesus.
Culpepper argues that the MschoolMsetting was extremely popular in the late first and
early second centuries and is a more accurate description of Johannine activity than
The thoory of a Johannine school is supporled by Ihe Johannine Epistles.
Culpepper argues that there is sufficient evidence there to suggest further developmenl of
the community as a whole. In addition, Msatellite communitiesMemerged which Mshared
lthe Johannine) innuence,lradilion and doclrine.M• According to Culpepper,lhe teachings
of the Jobannine school, led by the Beloved Disciple, innuenced the Johannine groups
throughout their develoilment.
• Alan Culpepper, rhe Johmnine School, SBl Dissertation Series (Missoula:
Scholars Press, 1975), p. 265. Although I have described Culpepper's analysis as I
hierarchical reconslruclion it is important 10 nole, as Culpepper points out, that MnO
official titles are mentioned in the Gospel of John. Instead, one finds such titles as
'disciples'. 'children'. 'children of God', 'servanls', 'friends', and 'brothers'.M (p. 270) There
does seem 10 be evidence, however, of an inner circle of followers within Ihe larger
familial setting of the community.
, Ibid., p. 259. In a "school" Ihe emphasis lies in teaching and leaming whereas in
the "secl" the emphasis is on tradition and devotion. Culpepper argues that schools may
be put of a sect. According to this theory, the Johannine community might constitute a
sect while the inner circle is a school.
~ Ibid., p. 286.
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The attempt 10 establish a specific identity for the group responsibll! for the
composition of the Fourth Gospel is uncertain al best. Scholars aTC morc 3!:sured in a
discussion of communal authorship in general terms, an authorship supported by a
following of like-minded individuals. Oscar Cull mann prefers 10 speak of a Johanninc
"circle~ and shies away from identifying a ·community" or "school".1 Cull mann argues
for a fluid interpretation of Jewish, Gentile, and Christian sellings during lhc New
Testament eTa which invites a multitude of interactions between all three. Each group felt
differently about its circumstances and reacled in different ways based on its interpretation
about what was truly relevant and important. A reorganization of priorities rllstrucluret!
first-century Judaism such that a plurality of "Judaisms" existed where once there was
only one tradition. How this transition occurred is unclear; Ihat it did happen is almost
certain. A multiplicity of communities and social sellings came into play in the Greco-
Roman empire and became acute in the Judaism of the New Testament period. This
leaves Cull mann's Johannine circle open rather than closed to surrounding innucnces, II
characteristic not attributable to "church" or "sect" typologies.'
Interpretations of the Fourth Gospel have been fuelled by the discoveries of Brown
and Culpepper and it is upon these discoveries thai we wish to build. The Johannine tille
1 Oscar Cull mann. Der johannefs"he Kreis, Seln I'Jalz 1m SptJjlllknlllm, in dcr
Jlingenchqfl JCSII I/Ild im Un:hrislcnlilm (Tilbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1975), ET: The
Johannine Cirde, translated by SCM, (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976), p. 40.
'Cullmann docs admit to the eventual development of II Johanninc community as the
end result of a long line of development -- see ibid., pp. 86f.
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is all attempt, by a community, to justify and sustain its separate identity. Its separation
from its Jewish heritage is critical to the community's self-understanding. The Johannine
community's initial self-definition came from within the parameters of Judaism. However,
the community remains Jewish because of its belief in the Jewish messiah but it is
separate from those "Jcws~ who do not follow Christ. A Jewish heritage gives the
community the foundation it needs to accept Jesus as the messiah yet hostility and
rejection by "the Jews" cause the community to question its link with this larger religious
group. "This stage of self-understanding included contrasting raj current state of belief
and practice with [the community's) inherited Judaism. Such self-reflection meant that
there would be both continuity and discontinuity wjth the oast."? The continuity lies in
the Dclief that Jesus has fulfilled scriptural prophecy; the discontinuity lies with the
severance from a Judaism that no longer holds any meaning for the Johannine group
because of the rejection of Jesus.
There are two historical time frames concerning us here: the time Jesus spent with
his disciples (ca. 6-40 C.E.) and the time of the Johannine community's existence (ca. 80-
100 C.E.). The time in which Jesus was alive was a relatively peaceful period in that
there were no major wars or rebellions. During the years following Jesus' death political
unresl increased until the destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. This approximate one
• Wayne O. McCready, "Johannine Self-Understanding and the Synagogue Episode
of John 9" in Sclf-f)cfinilion and Self-Discovery in Early Christi(11lily. pp. 141-166, edited
by David J. Hawkin and Tom Robinson (New York, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1990).
p.15S.
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hundred years marked a significant growth in unrest and increasing tension b~lwecn utban
dwellers and the Roman authorities. In particular, the authority of the High Priest was
a constant irritation for many Jews who could nor accept his alliance with Rome. A
second concern for Jews, both urban and rural. was the interference of Hellenistic cultum
because it brought with it II different language, new customs. pagan religions and a rising
importance in the use of money. A final issue related to the status of many Jcws on a
societal level. Especially in rural areas, Jews endured many hardships which made it
difficult to focus one's devotion on God.. In the cities. many temptations cx;sted to
influence the traditional Jewish lifestyle. John Riches, The Wllr!lllljJes",~, discusses the
differences associated with the division between urban and rural dwellers in general and
their effect on Jewish traditions in particular Jews were a minority in the cities of
Palestine but were the majority in rural areas; Jerusalem did not hold the same prestige
for all Jews. IO "Palestine ... was a countI)' where control of power was uneasily balanced
between the traditional families and institutions of Judaism and the Roman governor."11
The temple-state ofIsrael was at risk during this period nOl only through foreign interests
but also from within.
It is e1Ctremely difficult to speak of a single Jewish reaction to the Hellenization
process; it depended on the social, political and economic situation of groups of
individuals. For this reason it is important to keep in mind the nature of Jewish pluralism
10 John Riches, The World of Jesus (Cambridge: CUP. 1990). cf. pp. 19ff.
II Ibid., p. 29.
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when discussing the interpretation of biblical texts produced in this time frame. Authors
and redactors had to contend with different circumstances and their writing reflects their
situalions. Robert A. Kraft and George W. E. Nickelsburg, Harly Judaism ami Its Modem
IIllefllfT:ter.>, advocate an embracement oflhis "diversity" theory by poinlingout thenalutC
of the Hellenization process and
ils ability to embrace variety and encourage its incorporation into the new
synthesis. To exist in the synthesis is. by definition. to be part of the
synthesis. The varieties of Judaism in the Greco-Roman world are, in a
very real sense, representatives of the Hellenistic synthesis. It is not
helpful historically to protect "authentic Judaism" from "Hellenism" as
though Judaism somehow presented a special case. What is needed is
careful and consistent analysis of the relationship of Jews and Judaism(s)
to other groups in that wor1d.l~
All social, religious, and cultural groups in Palestine and beyond would have been
affected by the process of synthesis.
The Johannine community, then, should be seen within this wider historical
context. It stands at a type of crossroads; it is intent on continuing Jesus' message but
without its original link with the synagogue. This decision separates and distinguishes
the Johannine community from its surroundings. Wayne Meeks, "The Man from Heaven
in Johannine Sectarianism", has contributed enormously to the discussion of separation
and uniqueness by focusing on the language of the Fourth Gospel. He maintains that the
symbolic language of the Fourth gospel is indicative of the social circumstances of the
Johannine community. Myth and symbol obviously serve a literary purpose but even
I: Robert A. Kraft and George W. E. Nickclsburg, Early Judaism and /Is Modem
11I/t''1/f1!/I!r:> (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), p. 23.
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more Intriguing :s their "social function which has been almost totally ignored."tl
Meeks, in keeping with a new sensitivity to world·views, has developed a scheme
for underslanding the New Testamer;t lexts and their sodal selling by focusing on lite
language used by the authors, He argues Ihal the language typifies Ihe beliefs nnd
assumptions of the narrative's participants. In other words, lan"':~~e is a link with the
authors' real intentions and their of tile language is an indicator of the situation thl.')' were
in. An inter-dependent relationship between social situations and the function of language
is evident in New Testament literature.
For many Jewish and emerging Christian groups the effect of Hellenism resulled
in the canonical writings. A relationship between symbol. myth and cultural dimensions
is evident in these texts which reflect social circumstances, conVl;n1Jons, and relationships.
Symbols and myths are exactly this: reflections of concrete existence. They serve to
support a reality, present, past, or future, which is shared by a group of individuals. From
lUI ideological point of view, symbol and myth are products of specific environments that
explain and support that environment. Specifically, Christian groups and Jewish factions
created symbols and myths in support of their historical experiences. It is integral to lhis
discussion that myths are creations, consciously or unconsciously generated, and used
within the confines of distinctive societies. The myths particular to a community arc
essential "truths", so to speak, becau. ~hey serve to reinforce and sustain the beliefs of
1J Wayne A. Meeks, "The Man From Heaven in Johannine Sectarianism," JIJI. 91
(1972) 1:44·72, p. 49,
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the members of thai community.
There is an ongoing discussion about the relationship between "myth" and
"history" in the world ('fbiblical scholarship. It seems that many scholars dislike the use
o( the term "myth" because it carries with it a certain sense of ambIgblty. Traditionally,
"history" is associated with "truth" whereas "myth" is associated with "make-believe".
This misconception leads to some dislike (or the term "myth".
Myths are the explanations behind certain rituals and customs. peculiar to a
society, such as the Jewish Passover and the Christian Eucharist. There are reasons why
these rituals tal:e place, why people participate in them; it is because of what stands
behind them -- the myths which promote the action. The use of symbols is self-evident
in this analysis. A symbol functions within the myth and may be a concrete
representation of the larger picture. A word, an object. or one action may become
representative of Ihe entire ritual and the myth as well. The symbol has meaning for the
community that uses it and for those people outside its boundaries the symbol usually has
no mCl:ning. This is why for many nineteenth and twentieth century scholars the
significance of some New Testament references is losl. Biblical scholars are removed
from the Greco-Roman world. not only in time, but in social understanding as well.
A prime example of symbolical representation is the figure of Jesus Christ. It is
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to know what the historical Jesus was like. It is
also doubtful that any of the gospel writers even knew Jesus personally. What we have
revealed to us in the New Testament writings are particular presentations of Christ. nol
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factual accounts of Jesus, the man. Norman Perrin views the symbolic figure of Jesus
Christ, not the historical Jesus, as the ·uniFying factor in the theology of the New
Teslamenl·.I~ Christ, the symbol, is ·the one constant in the diversity of the New
Testament.-Il Scholars tooay cannot know who Jesus, the person, was. Instead we must
wrestle with the images the New Testament writers leave us and construct a representation
of those images. The same is true of other symbols used in New Teslll.mentlexis in that
it is oOen very difficult to know for certain to what a writer was actually referring.
Language is symbolic simply by virtue of its representative nature. Authors
choose words to express existents in their environment and to express a point of view.
The words they choose must represent as closely as they intend their interpretation of an
event, a person, or a place. The written words on the page Ihen serve a dual purpose:
to represent a topic (person, place or event) and 10 represent an author's interpretation of
that topic. The inherent symbolic nature of language demands heightened sensitivity 10
Ihis dynamic function of written words.
Symbol, theme, and irony are relevant to the interpretation of brospel literature in
that they are evoked by the context of an author's writing environment. AUlhors use
material from their life setting, panicularly in the recording of Jesus' leaching, to create
a suitable context in which to place a narrative. In this sense a written slory is not only
I~ Nonnlll1 Perrin, "Jesus and the n"'·... logy of Ihe New Teslamem," .kmmHeI, CI4
(1984) 4:413.431, pp. 423r.
1) Ibid, pp. 423[
••. 1~
the product of a writer's hand but is also generated out of a specific: concept of language.
Thus, the concept is a produci of a specific social environment. The process is indicative
of l"a~ social aspects of writing.
Languag~ and writing are nol merely products of an environment but also serve
10 suslain and support communities. Writers.....no are members of a community innuence
and are innuenced by that community. The Jewish and Christian communities in which
New Testament writers lived promoted a continuallce of Jesus-stories. These stories serve
to justify and explain the community's situalion. How a community conceives of ilself
and its surrounding environment is a function of the language in such stories. The
community's "world-maintenance" and "world--construction"16 is guided by language.
Sacred literature sels up an interesting parallel between symbolically vase<! world-
construction and relig,iuusly based world-construction. The creation of a symbolic
universe is inlegral to religious systems and to literary constructions. Peter Berger argues
thai what is accepted as ~real" is definitive in group formation. Language defines what
is ~real" and can be used coercively to designate the fl.:lfameters of ll. group. Once these
parameters have been defined, language serves to oonlrol, sustain and support the group's
environment. Religiously structured communities are based on faith constructs which may
be defined precariously by literary symbols. Berger's entire argument is based on the
congruence between language and religion: "Religion is a humanly constructed universe
16 Peter L. Berger, The Social Reality of Religion (London: Faber & Faber, 1969),
pp. J·52.
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of meaning, and this construction is undertakell by linguistic means."" New Tcslmnent
texts, especially the gospels, can be viewed as self-diagnostic tools for the communities
which created those texts.
Traditionally. the study of symbols and themes is calegorized as literary analysis
Sociological exegesis, a relatively new method of interpretation. has expanded thc
boundaries of literary criticism to include a concern wilh the 'concrete situation' in which
symbols and themes are developed. The recognition of the social and cullural aspects of
language has helped further developments in many fields of biblical criticism. Authors
need to ground abstract notions in some concrele siWation in an effort to make their
narra~ives relevant and meaningful to an audience. It is necessary to creale n suitable
context in which to situale a narrative to supply it with an intended meaning. This is nol
to suggest that an author deliberately conceals Ihe meaning he or she is auempting to
convey, but that the language being used is a product of the social environment of the
author. To divorce the author's language from its cultural. political and religious
environment is to strip the text of a crucial element contributing to ils production
Robin Scroggs argues that
Language, including theologi<:!\l language. is never 10 be seen as indepen-
dent of other social realities. Thus. theol gical language and the claims
made Iherein can no longer be explained without taking into account socia-
eCOlwmic-cuhural factors as essential ingredients in the production of Ihat
17 Ibid., p. 175.
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language. 11
The f. cus on language is based on the notion that language i~ 'Ill indicator of the social
'reality in which it is born and used. Language is readily identifiable in a community and
serves to encode the community's existence.
An analysis of the characteristics of the Johannine Christians involves a study of
their sodal and cultural environment as it is revealed by their gospel. Discussing
literature as socially influenced and produced is crucial to reaching concl usians about
community self-definition. It should be possible to gain a general understanding of how
this group of individuals viewed themselves in the larger picture of Palestine (I.e.• which
fttypeMof Christianity, if any, did this group associate itself with?). The Johannine
community's indeterminate use of KOOIlOC; (world) prompts a discu~ion of the use of
such symbolic language from a literary perspective as well as a socially historical one.
Norman Perrin defines hermeneutics as Mthe art of understanding expressions of
life fixed in writing".19 This function of literary material cannot be stressed enough. It
is equally important to recognize the cultural and social implications of Mfixing" events,
expressions, and people in a wriuen form. Textual records leave an indelible interpreta-
tion of how or why things happen in a particular time and place. Once a textual record
has been made the events and expressions are "fixed" in time. Any study of these records
u Robin Scroggs, ftThe Sociological Interpretation of the New Testament: The
Present Slate of Researc"· in 1'1Ieology and SocitJ{ogy, pp. 254-275, edited by Robin Gill
(London: Cassell Publishers, 1987), p. 265.
1~ Norm:ll1 Perrin, MEschatology and Hermeneutics," JBL 93 (1974) II :3-14, p. S
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must entail these factolS. No mailer from what pe.spective readers view Ihe t~t they an:
ultimately lert with only the text,:- a text that details people. places 3I\d events. These
topics mayor may not have existed as an author portrays them but they do comprise a
particular view of human ell:istence at a particular lime and place. The task of Ih~ rtJader
is to read and understand the text in light of its function for Ihose who wrote it :lnd those
who first read it.
This task may be accomplished in several different ways. ways that have bCl-'l1
mapped oul by the multiplicity of fields associated with biblical scholarship. Traditionnl-
ly, the sharpest division lies between literary interpretations and historical criticism. TII\J
former asks questions of the text without interest in its historical (hence. social and
cultural) sctting. Generally speaking, literary critics are concerned with thc structural
components of a text: point of view, character compO!ition. mood. story· or narrative-line.
theme and symbol are merely a few of the topics thai fall under Ihis c:r.tcgory nf
interpretation. These critics examine the function of its components in an effort to know
how and why • narrative works.
At the other end of this theoretical scale of interpretation lie the historical critics.
In contrast 10 their literary colleagues these scholars ask qucstions about what is behind,
or even in front of, Ihe lext in an attempl 10 find oul whal its hislory is. Historical
:0 The starting point of any int\Jrpretive discILuion is the text. This statement may
seem trite but it is necessary to Slate the starting point of the argument ell:plidlly.
Assuming that a literary text is a produ:t brings with it a host of consequences. Textual
ideology is a product of social and historical circumslances. On this point see Ched
Myers, Binding the Strong Man (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1988), pp. 27f.
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analysis is aimed at uncovering the reasons why a text was produced in the first place.
revealing the aulhorial intention. This type of criticism is interested in understanding the
environments which influenced authors as they wrote. The focus shins from the text itself
to the text in a particular creative setting. It is this aspect of biblical interpretation that
has received considerable 8uention from both literary Md historical scholars.
A serious point of debate belween these two poles over time has been the
historical integrity or the lexl. Historical crilics accuse literary critics or betrz.)·jng the
historical integrity of the text by refusing to include historical concerns in their
interpretations. Literary critics retaliate with the argument that since the past is
unrecoverable there is no point in trying to reconstruct it. Source or form critics do not
concern themselves with the text now, but are interested in finding an accurate original.
This has been a point of issue for many years. II would seem thai excluding the historical
circumstances under which a text was created is to ignore an important part of the text's
inherent meaning. This is not to say that historical exegesis is the only means for
deducing the meaning of the text but that including the historical situation which created
the text in the method of interpretation may make the interpretation more pertinefll.
Both categories. literary and historical. are interested in the author. To the literary
critic. the view of the author is couched in the ideology of the implied author which is
then vocalized by the narrator. ll From this pcrspectivc the author of thc text exists as a
II This argument has been proposed by a number of biblical scholars. Alan
Culpepper. nw Anawmy of lit,· FOIlf1h Gawel, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983),
argues that the narrator simply voices the implied author's perspective and suggests that
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voice, revealed only by literary devices. This view into tht: tt:lItuai story-world serves to
remind the astute historical reader of the precarious nature of reconstructing "real~ (i.e.,
historically accurate) worlds from a textual creation. Reconstructive (c.g.. source and
form criticism) theorists must recognize this limitation in their field. EKclusive and
radical use of either extreme end of the interprclive scale will result in severely biased
and restricted exegesis.
The need for a more dialectic approach to biblical criticism has been fulfilled ;n
a growing fluidness of interpretive scholarship. The two broad categories outlined above
have been subdivided and subdivided again to encompass many approaches to studying
and interpreting the Bible. Exegetical study no longer falls ellclusively into one of these
two categories but rather questions which are brought to the text are fine-tuned for a
the narrator and the implied author are one and the same (pp. 711). Culpepper
differentiates between narrator, implied author and real author but maintains that "there
is no reason to suspect any difference in the ideological, spatial, temporal, or
phraseological points of view of the [three]" (p. 43). The literary constructs, narrator and
implied author, exist simply as devices, created by the real author.
Wolfgang Iser's argument, The Implied UeaJer (Balti more and London: The Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1974), concurs with Culpepper: "We should distinguish ..
between the man who writes the book (author), the man whose altitudes shape the book
(implied author), and the man who communicates directly with the reader (narratort (p.
103). A narrative addresses an historical social reality which is presented by the implied
author and whose pen:pective is adjusted by the narrator (p. 144). lser views these three
as equally participatory in the unveiling of the narrative.
The narrator and implied author can be seen to be adhering to a set of norms
governing the s~ory-lelJing (Wayne C. Booth, Thc Uhclf.'rie of Ncf;on [Chicago and
London: University of Chicago Press, 1961] pp. 74ff.). Because they are literary
constructs they have their parameters pre-defined by the real author. ~The implied author
establishes the norms of the narrative" as they are defined by the real author (Seymour
Chatman. Story and IJiscollfSe [Ithaca and London; Cornell University Press, 1978J p
149) and the narrator is the agent voice of the implied author.
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variety of historical or literary interests. In addition, many biblical scholars have
cxpanded on traditional types of exegesis to include models and theories from other
disciplines such as anthropolo&'Y, sociology, and philosophy. There has been a marked
trend towards bridging fields of interdisciplinary study to heighten awareness of biblical
texts
The questions posed by the interpreter detennine the answers received. In this
way one can approach the text eilher from the perspective of the author, the text, or the
reader. Each perspective defines and limits the entire analysis and the subsequent results.
Historical critics question the relationship between the author and his text and ask how
the text came to exist and why the author wrote what he did. Literary critics examine Ihe
text in and of ilself and limit their questions 10 answers revealed by the text and not from
any extraneous malerial. ReadcNesponsc criticism, a possible subdivision within literary
analysis. focuses entirely on the reader's (i.e., interpreter's) response to the text. Questions
in this type of criticism are related to the reader's actualization of the text. It is important
to remember, however, that these divisions are not boldfaced and much overlapping
between critical methods frequenlly occurs.
Some methods of biblical scholarship have advocated a 'borrowing policy' to
facilitate the filling of gaps in an interpretation which cannot be filled adequately by a
panicular method of sludy. UnfOr1unalely, this 'borrowing' technique does nol promote
critical nnalysis. In a more posilive move, however, it seems that biblical criticism is
heading in a direction of overlapping and intersecting methodologies and each step
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requires revisions to clarify the questions being asked. In this way, biblical critics mllY
not necessarily categorize themselves as one particular type of exegete. Instead, they
carefully ddine their questions in such a manner as to exclude possible misunderstanding
of their analysis.
Without renouncing literal)' criticism completely. certain structuralist amI narrlllive
theories will not be involved in this discussion simply because they are nOI helpful in an
historically projected analysis. Although worthwhile information will be addressed in the
field of literary theol)'. a thoroughgoing endeavour into the components of narrative
structure will not prove fruitful. On the other hand, symbol, theme, and irony are relevant
to the interpretation of gospel literature in that they arc directly related to the context of
the author's writing environment. An author will use material from his own life selling,
especially in the case of recording the teachings of Jesus, to create a suitable context in
which 10 place his narrative. It is necessary to qualify this use <>f literary application in
an historical endeavour.
The assumption is that story creation is a social phenomenon. In this sense a
wrillen story is generated out of a specific concept of language which is a product of a
specific social environment. The writer of a story is a member ofa particular society that
mayor may not be actively involved in the generation of written texis but is innuenlial,
even indirectly. on the writing prOcess simply by virtue of Ihe writer's membership. This
notion is particularly applicable in the case of the gospel writers in that they were
members of Jewish and/or Christian communities. These communities promoted a
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continuance of the Jesus stories and facilitated the fixation of these stories in writing.
An emphasis on social contex:t has Jed to the emergence of liberation theology and
sociological ex:egesis. Both methods have focused their attention on the social world of
the first century Jews and Christians in an attempt to place accurately the New Testament
writings in an appropriate environment. Christopher Rowland, Wayne Meeks and David
Rensberger have made significant strides in these two areas. These men have assessed
the New Testament situation from the perspective of the text and have successfully, for
the most part, married literary criticism and social analysis in a way that permits new
hypotheses to emerge related to the intent of the authors and their followers.
The marriage of these fields entails a dialectic approach involving redaction,
composition and sociological ex:egesis. Redaction criticism is primarily interested in
revealing the intent of an author based on attitudes and themes guiding a written text.
Composition criticism is confined to the tex:t itself by uncovering the components
involved in the writing process. Sociological studies begin with II broader base which
includes the intention of the author and the influences at work during the writing of a
texl. The possibility of a mutual interest in the author of a text brings all three methods
10 an agreeable conclusion: how writers feel about their subjects is directly inf1uenced
by the environment in which they compose. Obviously then, to know Ihe writing
environment can only aid in any discussion of literary compositions.
Christopher Rowland contends. through his ex:egetical work. that Ihe social
situations of Jesus, his followers. and the writers of the gospels, are entirely different from
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the world of the twentieth century interpreters.:: He argues that scholars must sensitize
themselves to the differences in world-views so that a more accurate analysis of New
Testament texts can occur. In keeping with this perspective, David Rensberger allempls
the same sort of analysis in (}ven:oming the World where he discusses the symbols used
by the authors of the Fourth gospel as directly related to Iheir social selling.:' 11,1
maintains, as does Meeks, that particular elements, such as symbols, used by an IlU~.,;L
represent the actual situation under which the writer was being influenced
The obvious motif running through this select few scholars is that they are
concerned with understanding what tife was like for the gospel writers in order to
understand better their literary creations. To do this Rowland, Meeks, and Rensberger
assume a correlation between what is writtcn and what occurred in the past. This is not
necessarily a direct, one-to-one correspondence, but one that emerges and is encoded in
the telling of a tale. None of these interpretations seeks to legitimize essential trulhs or
uncover historical facts, but rather to understand the intentions ofthc authors in their best
possible light. They argue that to achieve this they must reveal the situations in which
the texts were written in an effort to understand better why they were wrillcn and to
interpret accurately their meaning. The motivation for this type of approach lies in the
argument that a relationship between text and community exists which supports the need
:: See his RaiicaJ ChrMianily (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1988), PP. 116ff; 135.
Rowland's interpretation of the intentions of gospel writers is couched in his liberation
theology.
2l David Rensberger. Overcoming the World (London: SPCK, 1988), pp. Z8ff.
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for sociological studies of biblical texts.
From a theoretical point of view, howevcr. rctrojecting modem-day sociological
models into antiquity is a dangerous business. There is no way of proving that what we
understand of society today IS applicable to a society of two thousand years ago. A
literary critic holds fast to this point and argues that a historical endeavour is a hopeless
one because one can never be sure if the analysis is accurate. The text is all that remains
so why not stick with what we have. The sociological and liberation exegetes. on the
other hand. maintain that some models do illuminate the reality of the text in their
emphasis on historical contexts. Ched Myers touches on this point when he argues that
"historical criticism betrays the narrative integrity of the text and literary criticism betrays
its historical integrity". This betrayal requires a synthesis between the two which he calls
"literary sociolob'Y".l4
Mosl biblical scholars will agree that it is extremely difficult to leave the historical
perspective behind in the interpretation of New Testament texts simply because much of
their content is so historically bound. There is an abundance of material available on the
New Testament era from sources other than the New Testament canon (Josephus, in
panicular); the same cannot bp. said of much of the Old Testament period. It is in this
laller canon the literary critics have flourished. Much of the content of the Old Testament
writings is not regarded as 'factual' and many source critics maintain thai the unreliability
of oral traditions is heavily influential. Compared 10 the New Testament writings whose
:4 Myers, Binding Ihe Stnmg MOll. pp. 25-6.
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era! oommunications arc spread over a mere fifty te ene hundred years.lIIe separation of
centuries in the literary fixatien ofQld Testament narratives plays havoc with reliability.
The fact that mere stories exist in the luger Hebrew canen makes for fruilful literary
interpretations. Uterary theorists have worked much better in lhese texts than in the New
Testament gospels and Ictters of Paul.
So where does this array of interpretive scholarship Icave us? We must define II.
question(s) which centcrs the discussion in a particular perspective that shows our
concerns. For us, the intention of the authors and their choice of material and
presentation is primary. To understand the motives for writing and to intcrpro:t as
accurately as possible what the authors did write we must alse endeAvour to understand
under what circumstances a tcxt was composed.
By cxamining a Gospcl in tcrms of its gencral Slructure, thematic
development, and literary style, and by distinguishing insofar as possible
between traditional material and its reinterpretation at the hands of the final
author or editor, redaction critics have sought to sketch a picture of beliefs
and practic.a., the ooncems and presuppositions that gave to each Gospel
its final shape.:l'
Just as a student of literature is introduced 10 aulliors by discussing their lives, their
education, or their environment, so must we become acquainted with the life of Ihe gospel
writer(s).
Robin Scroggs quotes a statement by Karl Marx: "It is not the consciousness of
:J John G. Gager, Kingdom and Comm"ni/y, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1975), p. 8. It is important to recognize the extent to which a text reflects and
promotes the beliefs and thoughts of an author. Through this link il is possible to
understand the circumstances under which a text was written.
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men that determines their being, but on the contrary. their social being detennines their
consciousness.-~ This statement supports the notion that wrinen texIS do not magically
appear but rather they are generated out of the minds of people who are active in, and
aware of. their social situation. Members of a society are then products of their
environment and their literary creations reflecl that environment Language is a prime
concern for a social analysis in that it is the mediator ofthoughl, beliefs, assumptions and
biases. Language is a code for a community as well as a unifying agent. Culture is
intertwined with the production of language and its structuring of literary creations.
There appears to be two ways of -doing" historical exegesis: First, start with a
geographical and physical view of what first century Jews. Christians, Romans. Hellenists
were like (by inquiry inl0 the other primary sources of the same period). This view
allows a picture of the New Testament situation to be painted. New Testament literature
can then be read and interpreted with this picture in mind such that a bener understanding
of wily writers wrote what they did might be achieved. The problenl with this approach
is that it might offer no insight into the nature of texts created by distinctive or unique
communities (such as the Johannine one).
Second. start with the New Testament literature as it is and through an analysis
of the symbols and myths contained, and a liltle common sense. create a theory of how
a particular author might have been involved in a Christian or Jewish community and how
:. Scroggs, "The Sociological Interpretation of the New Testament- in Theology and
Sodology. p. 266.
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his or her social 'environment is reflected in what he or she wrole. The problem with this
approach is that the text contains a certain amount of ambiguity thus leading one, as many
literary critics can attest to, on an endless joumey of me:...lings.
Ideally then, a biblical scholar is seeking a comfortable middle ground, 0 dialectic
approach, on which to approach the gospels and other literature. Such a method W(Iuld
have to include enough historical background so as to facilitate an accurate analysis of
symbol, myth and theme. The lohannine community's use of KOOIlOt; in its gospel is
indicative orthe community's self·understanding. The question being asked is, What does
this use tell us, the readers, about this unique community's self-definition and self-
awareness? Because the question is ultimately historically slanted, a redactional approach
is best suited for the task. Redaction criticism can be tempered with a sensitivity to social
analysis to further the investigation of the 10hannine community and its gospel.
Redaction criticism is useful in illuminating the beliefs and intentions of an author.
The text, created by the author illuminates these beliefs and intentions through thc
medium of narratio!'. implicitly and explicitly.ll Because many authors are members of
a community (as is the case lor the lohannine community as outlined by Raymond
Brown), the shared beliefs of the group are evident in the lext and are determined by its
social and historical circumstances. In essence then, the literary text is a product of the
community's understanding of itself.
l7 Stephen D. Moore, l..ilerory Critlclsr.I and the Gospcll1, (New Haven lind London:
Yale University Press, 1989), p. 26.
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Brovm's methodology for his stage theory and reconstruction of the Johannine
community is one model for this discussion. His approach is historical and he analyses
the stages of composition for the gospel. How the gospel portrays Jesus, the main
character in all four gospels. is representative of how the authors saw Jesus (i.e., the
gospels' creators and adherents have different notions of whom Jesus was~I). Brown
deduces, although he admits his analysis is limited at best, a life situation of the
community behind the Fourth Gospel based on what is said about Jesus.:!\I This portrayal
renects the Johannine community's understanding of itself.
The Johannine Jesus is a stranger who is not understood by his ovm people
and is not even of this world ... Implicitly then, the Johannine Christians
arc tho"c who understand Jesus best, for like him they are rejected,
persecuted, ancl not of this world. JO
From a social perspective the self-understanding orthe Johannine community plays
an important role in its literary expression; redaction criticism is thu$ expanded by
sociological insight. The concern here is with both the Silz-im-Leben of the Johannine
community and the intentions of the authors of the Johannine literature. For each gospel
D particular "setting·in-life" can be attributed to the differing views of Christian origins,
namely the portrayal of Christ. ll The social setting of a gospel is broadened by the
~I Brown, CED, p. /8.
~. Ibid., pp. 18-19.
JO Ibid.. pp. 89.90.
)1 Cf. Eldon Jay Epp and George W. MacRae, eds., The New Tes/amen! and Its
Modem In/erpreters, (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989), p. 152: The -neaning and
purpose of a text are influenced by its social and historical context of creation.
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scholanhip of redaction criticism.
This modified sociD-redactionai method uses certain basic sociological assumptions
that enhance the historical reconstruction of traditional redaction criticism. Because
members of a community are products of their environment any social circumstances
determine what type of people human beings become and what type of ideas they think.
The link is then apparent: the texts of first cenlury Christians and Jews are products of
people who are products of their enVlfonments. Therefore, to know the environment is
to know the people and the texts as we have them today are the remains of the first
century Greco-Roman world.
We CM identify a hermeneutical circle in the methodology of this discussion.
Beginning with an exegesis of the text, a picture of the community behind it is formed.
From this picture a dearer understanding of the creation of the literature and a greater
appreciation for its intentions can be deduced. A better understanding of the text is
complemented by • better understanding of the community behind it.
The redaction critic views the authors of • text as creative theologians with
intellectual agendas to meet. Thus, it is possible to see a correlation between the views
of the authors and the behaviour of the community, its beliefs, concerns, and concepts.
The redaction critic asks historical questions about the cultural, sociological and political
circumstances under which the text was created to appreciate fully the meaning being
conveyed. An intersection between social analysis and redaction criticism thus proves
very fruitful.
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Brown's deductive method recreates the Johannine community behind the text.
Characteristics ofthc community then point to unique feature'"'; of the text which highlight
Ihe unique features of the community; thus, the hermeneutical circle. Dengt Holmberg
offers this summary of the methodology being used here:
First one reconstructs a specific social situation (about which nothing else
is known) .out of a religious, mainly theological or hortatory text, then one
tums around and interprets tne meaning of the text with the help of the
situation that one now "knows".)~
The emphasis in this discussion is on the Johannine use of 1C601l0l; which is significant
in the discussion of the community from a social analytical point of view. It IS indicative
of the lohannine community's self.understanding of alienation and separation. By
focusing on how the social and historical circumstances of the lohannine community
affected its understanding of "the world" an interpretation of its literary use is possible.
Brown and Meeks have shown that the lohannine community considered itself
separate, differentiated from other religious traditions of the era. Its members considered
themselves disciples of Jesus which somehow set them apart from "the Jews", Gentiles,
Pharisees, and others. Our question is, how does the ;ymboJic use of KOOIlOt; further
enlighten our understanding of the community's situation? What does "the world" mean
to the Johannine community and how was it interpreted?
J~ Bengt Holmberg, Sociology and the New 1'esto1llem, (Minneapolis: Augsburg
Fortress Press, 1990), p. 128.
CHAPTER 2
The n~nds of Intrrprttation
It is necessary to lay a foundation for the investigation into the self-understanding
of the Johannine community. This foundation consists of innuentinl biblical scholars
whose contributions to the study of the Fourth Gospel have been integral to thc progrcs..
of biblical interpretation. A major focus for this chapter is on the innuence of ancicnt or
classical writers whose work has withstood time and has had an impact on modem
exegetes. Three classical writers, Origen. Augustine. and Chrysostom, IIrc primarily
concerned with uncovering the 'life lessons' offered by biblical texts, particularly Ihc
gospels of the New Testamenl. These interpreters read Ihe gospels as manuals containing
instructions for daily living as commanded by Jesus. Many modern biblical scholars, on
the other hand. are concerned more with the history of the texts, the context of their
creation and the intentions of the authors. This focus is based on the premise, as we have
already noted. that enhanced knowledge of the circumstances under which a text IS writtcn
will heighten the level of understanding of the text itself. It is important to recognize
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however, thai historical understandinJ; in and of ilself does nol complete a tell:tual
understanding; a hermeneutical focus does this. I
Origen, Chrysostom and Augustine are representative of three distinct types of
theological interpretation: alleJ;orical, literal and philosophical. Origen's focus is on the
subtlety of the Fourth Gospel. This characteristic requires intuitive reading and strong
symbolic analysis. Chrysostom views John's gospel in a completely different light, a
world of black and white. His interpretation is simplified by terms of opposites --
something is defined by what it is not. Augustine's method, on the other hand, is not so
easily defined. AlthouJ;h the term 'philosophical' might be applied to his work, his
interpretation falls somewhere between Origen and Chrysostom because his focus lies in
revealing wbal the gospels have 10 say about the human condition.
We begin the discussion in the third century with Origen and allegorical
inlerpretation. Although Origen never finished a complete ell:egesis of the Fourth Gospel,
he offers a detniled and complex set of interpretations on the first thirteen chapters of
John's Gospel in approll:imately thirty-two books. It has been theorized. based mainly on
what Origen himself says, Ihal the composition of his commentary spanned several years,
possibly 230·248 C.E. Much of the work is fragmented and several portions lost simply
I On Ihe relationship between historicalniterary criticism and hermeneutics see
Norman Perrin. "Eschafology and Hermeneutics" and his Jeslls and the Language of the
Killgdom (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1976), Pl'. Iff.
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because the work was too lengthy to copy in its entirety.~
The focus of Book 6 of Orisen's commentary is an analysis of the "sense of the
word cosmos" in John 1:29.1
TIj t'lta6p\Ov ~At7tE1 t()v "llaouv tpx6}1evov ltpl)t; a.ut6v, Ka.l
Uy&t, ·1& 6 a)lvQ(; tOU 9&00 (, ctiprov t1)v Cr.llaptlaV tOO KOOJ.lOV.
In his analysis Origen claims that "'world' is taken to mean the Church alone, it being the
adornment of the world.,,4 Origen argues, however, that limiting the meaning of 'world'
to 'Church' may not capture its whole meaning -- beeause the Johannine Jesus offered
salvation to all people. such an understanding of 'world' misconstrues Jesus' mission. In
such an understanding he would have offered salvation to only a select few people: his
message in John's Gospel, argues Origen, does nol support this.
Origen's aim is to emphasize the universality of Jesus' message while still
following the doctrines of the Church at the same time. Those who become saved
through their acceptance of Jesus also become members of the Church. For Origen. then,
'world' connotes 'humanity' in general. Christians, Jews and Gentiles alike. It is the
human element that makes the 'world' what it is.
The best example of a modem commentator who lakes up Origen's question is
Rudolf Bultmann. In his monumental commentary. The Gospel oj Joh". he focuses 011
~ Origen, Commentary 0" the Gospe/AccoJt1ing to John: Books I-10, translated and
introduced by Ronald E. Heine, edited by Thomas P. Halton, (Washington. DC: CUA
Press. 1989), p. 9.
J Ibid., pp. 250-52.
• Ibid., p. 250.
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the very issue raised by Origen. The connection between these two scholars is their focus
on the symbolic nature of much of the Fourth Gospel's narrative. Bultmann seeks a
definition of tcOOJ,lO!; early in his commentary in the discussion of the Prologue to the
Fourth Gospel. He discusses the relationship between Mvtet. and KOOJ,la<; and argues
that in "v. I0 both the n!ivtet. of v.3 and the &vElpronol of v.5 are taken up again in 6
KOOJ,lOl;, (which} shows that men are not just beings who like others happen to be found
in the tcOOJ,lOC;, but that it is they who make the KOOJ,la<; a tcOOJ,la<;.HS l3ultmann
understands 'order' (i.e., "OOJ,la<;) to be created by humanity. It is this order, independent
of God, which makes the KOOJ,lOt; a ICOOJ!OC;.
Bultmann goes on 10 say that
the KOOJ,lOC; can be described both as the object of God's love (3.16) and
receiver of the revelation (4.42; 6.33; 12.47), and also as the deceitful
power which revolts against GuJ (14.30; 16.11) and is rejected (12.31;
17.9). Both elements go to make up the concept of ICOOJ!OC; and it is
wrong to try to distinguish two separate concepts of K60J,loC; in John.6
Bul~,ann's definition identifies a distinct dualism revealed in the relationship between the
realm of the disciples ane: the realm of Jesus. Bultmann interprets the Johannine Jesus
.' Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel oj John: A Commentary, translated by G. R.
Beasley-Murray, edited by R. W. N. Hoare and 1. K. Riches (Philadelphia: Westminster
Press, 1971). p. 38.
b Ibid.. p. 55. I think if we were to distinguish two 'orders' in John we would be
following a more gnostic interpretation in keeping with a cosmic bat1le between good and
evil. Bultmann does. however, interpret the attainment of peace as "freedom" from the
ICOOJ,l~ (John 14.27) (p. 628). Such an interpretation might itself be seen as gnostic.
Because the 'world' is inherently evil the followers of the Johannine Jesus would desire
escape from it.
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as being in direct opposition 10 the 'world' based on his origins.1
Once the Johannine Jesus has established his ministry with a few faithful followers
his attitude towards the 'world' becomes more and more negative and 'the Jews' arc
singled out as representatives of this negativity. Bultmann supports the notion that 'the
Jews' represent the 'world" through their unbelief. In keeping with this well-accepted
notion 'the Jews' are portrayed as ignorant and deceitful. They do not accept Jesus and
seek to destroy him and his mission. Bultmann indicates that 'the Jews' might be
identified as an historical group but prefers to interprcltheir function in the Fourth Gospel
from a symbolic standpoint.
Bultmann also raises some interesting points regarding Pilate, especially pertinent
to our discussion of the 1(60~u)~. Bultmann argues that Pilate does not represent ~the
world in the way as do the Jcws and their ruler.~~ Bullmann appears almost sympathetic
towards Pilate and blames 'the Jews' for putting him in such an awkward position. It
seems to Bultmann that Pilate is ill-equipped to handle the situation since he does not
understand its nature. He understands only the political nature of "king- and is amused
and bewildered by the requests of 'the Jews' for a trial.
1 lhid., cf. p. 655: -The mythological tA.TJA.Uea e{~ 't6v ~6aIJOV is paradoxically
bound up with yr:y: the origin." He also argues that a parallel exists between
'here'/there' and 'aoove'fbelow' (cr. p. 654).
, lhid., cf. pp. 144f; 646ff.
9 lhid., pp. 646ff.
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Pilate asks politically based questions and expects politically based answers. IQ
When Jesus does not comply he becomes increasingly agitated and frustrated. The
Johannine Jesus has not amassed an army and thus poses no threat to Pilate or to the
Roman authorities. In this way his kingship has no meaning for Pilate who wishes to
release him. According to Bultmann, Jesus' lXxolh.cfa is Msuperior to all worldly
dominion (cf. 3.31)."11
Bultmann interprets 'world' in John's Gospel eschatologicaJly in keeping with the
theme that the purpose c.f Jesus' mission is the establishment of his PaolAda. The
'world' is something which will pass away when God's kingdom comes. Kingdom,
th;:refore, is a conclusion, an end result, to the existence of human life. Humans are 'or
the world in that they belong 10 the world. Once Jesus draws his disciples to him
"however much they are still ~v Y£Q KOOJlq> {17.11), they are no longer ~K yoO KOO~OU.
in the sense of essentially belonging to the world (17.14.16); they are no longer {OlOV
of the ICOO~~ (15.19), and therefore they stand. as he does. the other side of death
(: "1.24).ill The fate of the Johannine community is that it is in the world but not of it;
"it belongs to Jesus and no longer to the world" .Il
This implies that the Johannine community is challenged by its social situation.
10 Ibid.. p. 653.
11 Ibid., p. 654.
l~ Ibid., p. 4J I.
Il Ibid.• p. 578.
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The hostility it receives from other groups around it presents a problenl for the
community which must decide how to deal with it. The response by the community is
shaped by its commitment to Jesus and by the problems facing it. The irony of remaining
in the world after Jesus has gone is two-fold: Jesus leaves but the Johannine community
still faces adversity even though Jesus' mission was one of pea\:e. It is possible 10
interpret Jesus' mission as a failure in its earlier stages because the 'world' does not listen
and the Johannine community becomes severely alienated because of its fellowship with
Jesus.
The Johannine community's opposition is hostile and acts independently of God.
This theme, which is discussed in detail by Bultmann, is laken up again by Leon Morris
in his own commentary, The Gwrpel Accflfuing 10 J()hn. Morris focuses on the irony of
the Johannine situation in particular,!lIld of the KOOflO<; in general. Morris, in agreement
with RudolfBultmann, sees a contradiction in terms when one examines Ihe nature of this
world, that which God created. It is the wilful independence of humans which alienated
them from God and changes the tendency of the 'world' from good (i.e., order/creation)
into evil (i.e., chaosldeslruction).l~ For Morris, the irony lies in this change of meaning:
K60flOt; was intended to stand for that which is good but in the Fourth Gospel it comes
to mean, in a general sense, that which is evil.
Morris' Gospel A ccorJing to John offers the reader three short appendices, one of
I' Morris, The Gospel A ccotriing fO John (Grand Rapids, MJ: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1971 (1977)), p. 127. Cf. Bultmann, Theology of the New 'f'esfamenl (New York, NY:
Scribner, 1951), p. 27.
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which is devoted to the use of K60j.lot; in the Fourth Gospel. 1t can be understood as
"the universe at large" or, from a more anthropocentric view, as "this world, this eanh".'s
These two definitions are strictly spatial and do not pertain to any symbolic interpretation
of K6011Ol;. On this issue Morris argues that from the Johannine Jesus' point of view (as
well as the implied author's point of view), "the world" is defined as those (i.e.• people)
who oppose him.16
The double entendre in the Fourth Gospel's use of K60IJO!; is an interesting
literary device. Morris has highlighted the irony in the change of meaning hut a second
irony lies in the function of the Johannine Jesus. He comes to a place and a people that
do not accept him and eventually threaten him. His entire mission seems to have
intended nothing hut goodwill and the promotion of spiritual knowledge. His mission is
rejected, for the most part, because the 'world' has changed. 17 Morris argues that the
1.\ Ibid.. p. 127.
16 Ibid., p. 127. Morris recognizes the potential for a metaphorical application of
Iwsmos as a personification of "the great opponent of the Redeemer" (p. 127).
11 The kosmos. in its genesis. contained an element of chaos. Water. wind and
"darkness over fhe deep" (Genesis 1:2) were controlled by God in his creation of the
universe. The Sea was conquered and tamed by Yahweh (Job 7:12) in an effort to
maintain order. Leviathan is "a monster of primeval Chr....... (that} symbolizes all powers
hostile to God" (Job 40:25. NJB. n. j., p. 807). God must engage this monster in combat
in an effort to tame or defeat it. Psalm 46 foretells of a "return to chaos. The earth rests
on the waters of the nether ocean, Psalm 24:2, supported by pillars ... These columns
tolter and the waters are released and dash against the mountains" (Psalm 46:3. NJB, n.
b.• p. 861). The 'world' is small in comparison to the Sea. II is "the 'inhabited world'
(oikoumcnc). i.e.. the Graeco-Roman world. All the Jews of the empire are destined to
hear the good news before punishment comes to Israel" (Matthew 24:14. NJB. n. g., p.
1649). Punishment is impending because the "material world, created for humanity [is)
cursed for [its) sin" (ROfilMS 8:19. NJB, n. j., p. 1879). Ka6t; and KOOllOt;, represented
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creators of the Fourth Gospel were well-aware of the implications of using "601101; and
he recognizes a diversity of meanings in his analysis. II
A second ancient scholar, Saint John Chrysostom. has had a ~ignificant influence
in the exegesis of the Fourth Gospel. He is representative of the literal kind of
interpretation associated with the Antiochene school. Approximately 150 years after
Origen. Chrysostom also tums to the Fourth Gospel as a source of inspiration.
Chrysostom offers an extensive collection of homilies or sermOns on the entire Gospel of
John which were delivered orally c. 390 C.E. In true Antiochene style he supplies useful
instruction for daily living based on a literal and historical interpretation of the text in
eighty-eight concise homilies. Based on a strict premise of divine retribution. Chrysostom
maintains that a reverence for spiritual things and a rejection of the earthly realm is the
key to conquering the world. 19
Chrysostom divides the secular realm from the spiritual realm along physical lines.
advocating a division between heaven and earth. He interprets Jesus' assent during his
resurrection as one from earth 10 heaven. In this interpretation earth is directly associated
with 'below' and heaven with 'above'. Chrysostom understands this division in concrete
by Leviathan and Yahweh, respectively, are pitied against each other in an attempt to
control the universe.
t'Morris,p.l?8.
19 Saint John Chrysostom, Commentary on SainI John the A (HIs/Ie and HVUIIH(!/i.V/, cf.
Homily J8, Vol. I, translated by Sister Thomas Aquinas Goggin. S. C. H.• edited by Roy
Joseph Defarrari, (New York, NY: Fathers of the Church, 195711960]), pp. 367-384.
A life of imitation of Christ is the key to salvation and for preparation for the next world,
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~erms and explains it in this manner to his congregations. A further divisi'ln is made
between "this life" and "the next life" which is manifested in a distinction between "this
world" and "tbe next world".~o Chrysostom maintains that "clinging to the things of the
present life"21 traps one in 'this world'; only belief in Jesus' message and imitation of his
life can make one free.
Far Chrysostom the implications of divine retribution cannot be underestimated.
In an effort to bring home the need to imitate Christ, Chrysostom instructs his
parishioners to turn away from money, wealth, greed and power and embrace the spiritual
guidance of the church as a link 10 salvation. 12 He argues that only those who have
followed this path are worthy of salvation and will be assured reward in heaven. He
defines 'Ihe world' as "the multitude lthat is) corrupt and engrossed by earthly things as
it is •• the vulgar, confused, and senseless crowd.":! The followers of Christ musl
separate themselves from 'the world', from those who are neither "upright and virtuous"
nor "upright and exemplary".:~
Chrysostom does not have a problem with a complete turning away from the evil
::v Chrysostom, cf. Homily 8 (John 1.9-10), pp. 80-87.
~I Ibid., pp. 85-86.
:1 Chrysostom, Homily 22, pp. 219-222 and Homily 36, p. 358. Chrysostom's
argument rests on the premise that any reward you receive in Heaven (i.e., the nut world)
is contingent upon what you do on earth (i.e., this world). See also Homily 8, p. 87.
::1 Chrysostom, Homily 8, p. 82.
;~ Ihid., p. 84.
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of the world. Even though Jesus brought his Light to all people in the world, some are
blind to it and some choose nOI to accept it.!' In keeping wilh his concrete definitions
Chrysostom draws distinct lines of separation: evil/righteousness, blindness/seeing,
wicked/worthy, lesser/greater. He interprets Jesus' kingdom along these dualistic lines as
well. It is greater than any kingdom on earth because it receives its authority from
heaven. While Jesus' kingdom is in the world it does not originate there. Instead, it is
"much grealer and more brilliant than human power."Y>
According 10 Chrysostom, then, neither Jesus nor his kingdom has any human
origin yet Jesus ministers to humans in 'this world'. The challenge for humans who are
worthy enough is to become like Christ and leave 'this world' behind in anticipation of
the 'next world'. Fulfilment of Jesus' commandments ensures membership in his heavenly
kingdom. Those who remain in 'this world' are evil and wicked and will suffer for their
blindness to the message of Jesus.
Of John 18:36 in particular, ChrySOSlom maintains that Jesus is still in fact a king,
but not the type of king that Pilate would expect. Chrysostom ranks Jesus' kingship
above that of Pilate's and argues that Jesus' is "much more iIIuslrious".!1 At this point a
paradox in Chrysostom's interpretation can be detected. He has advocated a turning away
from wealth and power (the earthly realm) while at the same lime he has described Jesus'
:llhid.• p. 81.
:d Chrysostom, Homily 83, p. 412. "His kingdom is not a human one, nor is it
transient" (p. 412).
:1 Chrysostom. Homily 84, p. 417.
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kingdom in a vel)' similar manner. It is misleading to think of 'this world' and Jesus'
'world' in the same terms when the original premise is mat they have nothing in common.
Chl)'!:Ostom's argument, if taken to its ultimate conclusion, says that no comparison Can
be made between 'this world' and 'the next' because they have no common ground on
which to base the comparison.
Chl)'sostom's concrete separation of 'this world' from the spiritual realm of God
is his attempt to explain the theological aspects of John's Gospel. He identifies two
different sels of ideals operating in each realm; a life of imitation of Christ VS. a life
independent of God. Faithful followers of Christ must realize that what might be
considered !lood by earth's standards may not be good by heaven's standards. The
difficult task then rests upon Jesus' disciples to live by heaven's standards while they
remain 0' earth.
Chrysostom's understanding of 'Ihe world' in the Fourth gospel is similar to that
of Ihe modem exegete Barnabas Lindars. In his commentary, The Gospel of John,
Lindars defines 'the world' as "the world of men considered apart from God. It is evil in
so far as it denotes men who refuse the response of saving belief."!' For this reason the
Johannine Jesus chooses his disciples out of the world. those who will accept salvation..
He identifies the acts of receiving and non-receiving as Iinlted to belief and knowing
:1 Barnabas Linrlars. The Gospel ofJohn (Frome and London: Butler & Tanner Ltd.,
1972), p. 320.
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truth.:!? Without receiving Christ, seeing and knowing him is impossible In keeping with
Chrysostom's interpretation, Lindars identifies a parado,," in the Johannine community's
commitment 10 Jesus: they cannot accept Jesus without giving up the evil of 'the world'.
Lindars addresses the gnostic and radical dualistic interpretations of 'world' early
in his commentary. In his discussion of John 8:23 Lindars makes me following accepted
connections: "below" = "of this world" and -above" = "not of this world". He argues
that "to a Hellenistic reader this would sound like a radical dualism" but in Johannine
thought it is representative of a "flesh/spirit conlrast" which can be expressed in "spatial
terms".JO In Lindars interpretation the Johannine Jesus comes to 'Ihis world' in a
geographical sense on a mission to convert 'the world'. The "nesh/spirit contrast" is
simply one between the disciples, who are of 'nesh'. and Jesus, who is of 'spirit'. This
contrast is one which the Johannine Jesus emphasizes anJ strives to overcome.
From the Johannine Jesus' viewpoint the world hates him lhrough its opposition
to him and its non-response to him. Lindars' interpretation of John's Gospel emphasizl.'S
the importance of knowledge for the community of disciples. There is a defining line
between those who "know" Jesus and those who do not. "The world or men apart from
God and in opposition to him (cf. John 8:23) cannot receive him; it neither sees him
nor knows him."ll Of course, on the other hand, those who do not live "apart from God"
~91hid.• p. 480.
30 Ibid., p. 320.
II Ibid.. p. 480.
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~- ';eive Jesus, see him and know him.
The negative confrontation with the unbelief of the world sets up a defensive
attitude towards the world in the Founh Gospel. Although one solution is to reject the
world as it has rejected Jesus and his disciples. they are to remain politically active.
Lindars argues that "there is no warrant here for an 'other-worldly' outlook, as if the
disciples Bre to conlract out of involvement in the ordinary affairs of men. But by their
incorporation into Christ they form a distinct category in society.dl The real challenge
is obvious: this group must venture into a world of opposition in order to carry out its
missionary task.
Lindars argues that Ihe crux of this irony lies in the fact that the disciples must
remain in the world though they are no longer .fthe world. He implies that the disciples
were once of the world bUI arc no longer because of their confessed belief in ChriSI.
Their responsibility is to the work of Jesus who is not of this world. "Their special
relationship with God sets them apart from it."ll
In keeping with his matter-of-fact approach, Lindars tries to simplify his
interpretation of John 18:36 in an effort to bring home the Johannine understanding of
Jesus' kih;;4om is not to be understood in terms of the Present Age (h8-
_1~ Ibid., p. 493. The notion of a "distinct category in society" is integral to the larger
issue of this discussion. It will be taken up in detail in the examination of sects. See
below, chapter 4.
J1 Ibid., p. 527. Lindars' discussion of John 17: 14-16 is applicable to this argument.
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'olim haz·zeh) but belongs to the Coming Age thii·'oliim hab-bi'). Bul
John thinks of it in terms of simultaneous orders of being (Gr. kIlS"'II~ '"
world). But this is not to be taken in a metaphysical sense, but as spherlls
of relationship. Jesus' kingdom is not a kingdom of the wocld of nllm
apart from God, but a kingdom of men in relation to God; nOl secular, but
spiritual.]·
Lindars is arguing that the purpose of Jesus' mission is to leach humanity 10 exist in
relation to God, not independent of God. It is this independence from God which makl.'S
the 1I:6olJoC; a 1C60lJo~,l' and it is why the 1C60l-lo~ opposes Jesus.
Finally, Lindars does mention brieny the significance of 'the Jews'. Although a
strong dualistic theme exists in the use of 1I:60lJo~, Lindars argues thst K60IJOC:; cannot
be associated with 'Ihe Jews'. Instead, 'the J~ws' should be thought of as the historical
'Jews' and nothing more. They are simply "men apart ffOm God", from John's point of
view, who mayor may not choose 10 be "of the truth".\!.
Charles H. Talbert, similarly echoes Chrysostom's literal interpretation of 'world'.
For Talbert we can substitute the word 'earth' for 'world' throughout his commentary,
Reading John. He discusses the concept only in geographical terms. On John 18:36, in
particular, he argues that "the origins of Jesus' kingship arc not of this world (3:31; 8:2];
H Ibid., p. 558-9. Lindars goes on to cite the story of the Shepherd (chapter 10) as
an allegory for the kingship of Jesus. This story illustrates that membership in Christ (the
sheep and the sheepfold) has ils consequences (seclusion from the world, hatred and
opposition from outsiders·- thieves) as well as its benefits (protection and leadership from
Jesus).
)l Cf. Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A (.'tlmmen/at)', pp. 38ff, 55ff.
J6 Lindars, p. 560.
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16:28t. IT For this reason Jesus is not a rebel to be fought with military weapons or by
worldly means (cf. 18: 10-11). Jrsus' message should not be taken as a threat because
there is no common ground of conflict on which a battle of 'worlds' can take place; the
boundary between the two defies conflict
Somewhere between the literal and allegorical understandings ofChrysostom and
Origen. lies a third patristic contributor: S1. Augustine. Augustine's interpretation of the
Fourth Gospel is more systematically philosophical than those of Origen or Chrysostom.
Augustine composed his /24 Tractates cm Ihe Gospel of John during a time of great
christological and trinitarian debate. It is generally accepted that the composition of
Augustine's Tr(l(.:faleJ· began after 416 C.E. although some may have been delivered orally
prior 10 Ihat dale. II Allhough the exact dating is debated it is generally accepted as well
that the tractates were composed in gr(lups and are meant to be read as a composite
whole.
In Troc/ale 38 (John 8.21-25) Augustine gives his readers a brief look at his views
on 'the world'. Those who are "of this world" are "sinners"; they are "wicked\
"unbelieving" and they ·savour earthly things".w Augustine tries to keep his definition
simple and straightforward; he makes no exceptions regarding who is of 'this world' and
11 Charles H. Talbert. Reading John (New York, NY: Crossroad, 1992), p. 238.
Emphasis is my own.
.l~ SI. Augustine. Traclales on Ihe Gospel of John: 28-54. Vol. 3. translated and
introduced by John W. Relting, edited by Thomas P. Halton, (Washington DC: CVA
Press. 1993). p. 23.
lQ Augustine. "l"rot.'IOIC 38, p. 108.
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who is not. All people, by virtue of lhe fact thaI they are human, are of'this world'. All
people are born with sin-l(l but Jesus can cleanse this sin which will in tum free humans
from 'this world'. Augustine does not define 'this world' in a physical or concu>'" sense
as Chrysostom does. Rather, being of 'this world' is a way of livinG and a way of
existing for Augustine. It is an undesirable way of being and being cleansed of the evil
of 'this world' is necessary.
In keeping with this interpretation Augustine defines "above~ as the "Father".·!
Jesus is from "above" but his disciples are from "below". Augustine chooses to interpn~t
this distinction as one of origin and of character not one of place. He argues that we
must "understand Christ from above that in [our] thoughts {we] go out beyond aU that was
made, out totally beyond the whole of creation, out beyond every body, every created
spirit, every thing in any way changeable; go out beyond everything."':
Augustine Seems to have a better grasp of the interpretive process than Chrysostom
in that he recognizes the problQms of comparing 'this world' with that which is beyond.
For Augustine there is no lint} of division drawn between the two worlds: there is no
boundary which can be crossed. Inslead, he interprets 'or as a kind of 'being' based on
one's origins. He goes further to say that
all who are of the wOlld are after the world, because the world is first: and
so man is of the world. BUI first there was Christ, then the world. because
010 Ibid., p. 108.
•, Ibid., p. 107.
•: Ibid.
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Christ was before the world, before Christ was nOlhing.41
The main concern of the patristic fathers, whether they wrote from an allegorical
or literal viewpoint, was to offer refleclion and instruction for daily living. The premise
for their arguments lies in the notion that the gospels were a source of guidance for living
a Christian life. For this reason Augustine, Chrysostom and Origen sought to emphasize
the moral benefits of aloning for one's sins through a strict adherence to Christian
guidelines. For these men 'the world' was a place and a time to be endured equally by
all. Release from 'this world' depended on one's performance in it
In the contemporary era, George W. MacRae has adopted, to a certain extent, the
philosophical approach of Augustine in his Invitation 10 John. He concerns himself with
the moral issues he sees being addressed in the Fourth Gospel. For him, the difference
between 'this world' and what is beyond is a difference in 'being'. Jesus is not a member
of humanity and is therefore not of 'this world'. MacRae argues that the Johannine
definition for 'world' is given in John 15:18-19 and means "mankind~.41 In this
inlerpretation Jesus comes to 'mankind' but is not a part of it. In the same way 'mankind'
can come 10 Jesus but it is not 'of Jesus. The task of Jesus' followers is to become 'like'
Jesus through imitation.
'World', when it is used in a pejorative sense, ~is dominated by Satan .. and Jesus
~J Ibid.
•~ George W. MacRae,lnvitalion to John (Garden City NY: Image Books, 1978), p.
[87.
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must conquer it (John 16:33)."" The majority of occurrences of 'world' which MacRae
discusses 8re negative and thus a conflict is detected in the Fourth Gospel between Sood
and evil. This conflict originates between God and the world and manifests itself in the
connict between the disciples and "the Jews" (who represent 'the world')..j/, Jesus' mission
is to confrom the world with the revealing word of QQd and thus bring "mankind" (i.e.,
the world) to faithfulness. H The entire mission is centred around Jesus coming from the
Father and his return to the Falher:~ This mission entails a message of truth which is
brought 10 Ihe world, a message of QQd's kingdom of lTuth.~·1
Another modern biblical scholar who has laken his cue from Augustine is Rudolf
Schnackenburg. He recognizes the need 10 identify a definition of 'world' early in his
commentary (on John I: 10). He defines it not simply as the earthly, physical realm of
humans but also as the origin and nature of humans; the human element constitutes the
nature of 'the world'. According to Schnackenburg 'the world' is "humanity in its earthly,
historical home."SIl In this sense, 'the world' provides humanity with a geographical
··'Ibid.
46 Ibid.
~l Ibid., cf. pp. 179-180.
•~ Ibid., p. 15.
.>') Ibid., p. 209. This conclusion is made regarding John 18:36. MacRae argues that
Jesus' kingdom "is nol a kingdom of this world but a kingdom of truth."
»RudolfSchnackenburg, J)as JohannesevanHelillm: 1Teil, (Freiburg: Verlag tlcrdcr,
1979), ET: The Gospel According /(} SI. John, Vol. I, (New York, NY: Crossroad,
1982), p. 255.
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context which in tum influences its nature.
Schnackenburg argues for three possible interpretations of 'world': (I) "spatially"
as a realm apart from that of God; (2) as that which God "created"; (3) "mankind which
rejects the Logos"." All three are evident in the Fourth Gospel. Schnackenburg
maintains that generally 'the world' connotes "something negative; a realm of evil which
encompasses and influences man."": Humanity is not inherently evil yet it is acted upon
by evil forces outside of itself which dwell in 'the world'.
For those who have been chosen out of 'the world' the Johannine Jesus promises
a Paradete. Schnackenburg interprets this promise as a direct confrOnlalion between the
"spirit of truth" and "the world".Sl The Paraclele reinforces the disciples' separation from
the world. They are left behind, as is the Johannine community, in what is now a hostile
and unbelieving environment (cf. John 8:23; 12;25, 31; 13: I). "The Jews" ;n the Fourth
Gospel, because of their distrust and misunderstanding, "represent the K60l-lo<;".I.
The dualistic themes associated with the use of KOOI-lOl; are most apparent in the
farewell discourses of Chapters 15 and 17.35 To begin with. Schnackenburg focuses on
II Ibid., p. 256.
I~ Ibid.. p. 258.
" Schnackenburg, VoL Ill, p. 75.
.'~ Schnackenburg, Vol. I, p. 258. The representation is purely literary, a device used
in the Fourth Gospel to illustrate the forces against which Jesus and his disciples must
unite. Schnackenburg makes no argument for 'the Jews' as evil. The term is used only
in a symbolic sense and is nOI to be interpreted as an intended antisemitism.
II Schnackenburg, Vol. III, p. II J.
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John 15:18-25. Here Jesus explains why he must battle the hostility and hatred of the
world and why his disciples must nol despair in the face of this conflict. Unfortunately
this proves confusing for the disciples since they must show compassion for the world
which hates them and mocks their teacher. Schnackenburg argues that il is because of
the hostility facing them that the disciples would rather retreat from the world tllall go out
into Ihe world 10 face evil.~6
The command to -separate" should not be interpreted as a forced "retreat" from
the world. Schnackenburg argues Ihat this type of gnostic interpretation of the concept
cannol be subslantiated in Ihe Fourth Gospel. However, "a dialectic tension in the
concept of 'world'" exists in the Gospel between the world's need to be saved and its
hatred. ll A clear distinction exists between discipleship and 'the world', between that
which sides with God and Ihat which is against him.'·
The second pericope which details this dualistic use oflCool-IOl; is John 17: 14-15.
The Johannine Jesus, in requesting Ihat his disciples remain in the world, emphasizes the
importance of mission. The ..:~allenge for the disciples is to remain in the world while
l<l Ibid., p. 114.
~1 Ibid., pp. 114-5. Cf. N. H. Cassem's "Grammatical and Contcxtuallnventory of the
Use of K6cr/lo~ in the Johannine Corpus with some Implications for a lohannine Cosmic
Theology; NTS 19 (1973) 81-91.
~. Ibid., p. 115. We can identify two levels ofduaJistic themes now. The first is in
relation 10 Jesus: Jesus' followers are in the 'world' but once they come to believe in him
they are no longer or the 'world'; Jesus is never or the 'world' and his followers must
strive to imitate him The second dualism is in relation to discipleship: Jesus' disciples
arc now separated from the non-believers who are or the 'world'. The disciples, as
representatives of Christ stand in opposition to the 'world'.
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not being or it. How the }ohannine community responded to this challenge is revealed
in its gospel as represented by Jesus' disciples. Schnackenburg offers cautionary remarks
about the discuSSIon of the Johannine use of KOOIlOl;.
The formula 'in the world but not of the world' should not be regarded as
the absolute expression of the Chrislian understanding of 'world'. It has its
origin in a fundamentally dualistic way of thinking and in the situation in
which an oppressed and inward-looking community was placed."
This formula focuses directly on the self-understanding of the Johannine community
which was isolated and alienated by its obligation 10 Christ. As a direct representative
of Jesus. the Johannine community is charged with promoting his mission in a hostile
environment. The community looked within itself for support and reassurance because
of the challenges it faced. The fourth Gospel is a literary expression of the community's
needs and reflects its introspective nature.
Jesus' obligation is 10 his IJaG1Ada. which has -an unworldly nature but is nol
shut ofT from the world ... 'this world' ... only sets ofT the sphere of earthly existence from
the transcendent world.- The Fourth Gospel promotes t'.YO types of existence for lhe
Johannine Jesus: one earthly and the olher transcendent For the followers of Jesus there
is only the earthly existence which they must Ify 10 live without influence from the
Augustine's influence can tlearly be seen in the magisterial contributions of
·.... Ihid.. p. 184.
00 lhid.. p. 249.
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Raymond E. Brown. His work is specifically relevant to this disl.:ussion of Johllnnine
self-understanding. The GO.fpef A ccon/inR 10 ,John represents Brown's initial investigation
into an historical reconstruction of the development of the community behind the Fourth
Gospel. These initial discussions in his two-volume commenlnry have borne fruil in his
Cflmm,mily of the He/oiled Disciple.
In A jJJlcndix I of the commentary, Brown discusses many uses ofsignificallt words
in the Johannine vOl.:abulary, one of which is "OOJ,lo<;."1 Brown offers several
applications for the lerm: the "physical universe"; the "universe inasmuch as it is related
to man"; "a creation capable of response"; "the society of men".": Again, as in many
aforementioned commentaries, II number of interpretations for 'world' exist.
Brown notes how "OOI!OC; in the Fourth Gospel generally has II negative
connolation. The reason for this negative altit>Jde lies in the notion that although "the
world has not berome evil in itself, [it] is evilly oriented and dominated ... under the
leadership of Satan."~) Implicitly, then, the purpose of Jesus' mission is to challenge and
defeat that which controls the world •• the power of evil. Brown equates this picture of
'the world' with "darkness"~ and maintains that this association heightens the level of
61 R. E. Brown,The Gospel According to John, VoL I, (Garden City, NY: Doubleday
& Co., Inc., 1966), pp. 508ff.
62 Ibid., p. 508.
6) Ibid.. p. 509.
64 Ibid., p. 516. The "darkness" of Genesis 1:2 is associated with evil, a huge watery
void thai harbours chaos. This element is still a problem for God (God has attempted
many times to rid the world of this evil) and he has now sent Jesus to deal with it.
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connict in the Fourth Gospel to a cosmological level. The 'literal' conflict originates with
Jesus vs, "the Jews" •• Johannine community vs. Judaism. The cosmological connict
escalates into a bailie of good V.I". evil; heaven V.I'. earth; God V.I'. Satan. Jesus, as God's
representative (intermediary?), must fight for goodness and justice in the world. The
Johal'mine community enters into this cosmological battle once it believes and supports
Jesus.
The negative characteristics of 'the world' lie in its association with "the Jews".
Brown argues tha~ "although they are an historical group in the ministry of Jesus, 'the
Jews' are also the spokesmen ofa wider opposition on the part oflhe world, an opposition
quite evident in the evangelist's time."os Both "the Jews" and 'the world' are spoken of
in general terms •• they are both characterized by unbelief and hatred while evil is
distributed equally and globally throughout all members of the world.6/i ~The Jews" are
singled out as representative of all who oppose Jesus.
The association of evil with 'the world' is more explicitly highlighted in "the
contrast between the world and the Father ... between what is below and what is above."61
One cannot overlook the spatial orientation of the 'above'fbelow' metaphors. This
orientation provides the readers with a concrete frame of reference in which to place the
~-' Ibid., p. 307. 11 is this negativism towards 'the Jews' that supports the argument
that the Fourth Gospel is antisemitic. It is more likely, however, that 'the Jews' are
simply a literlU)' device used symbolically to represent all those who oppose Jesus. See
Culpepper, At/a/onlY of thl: FOllrth Gosl'r:J, pp. 125·131.
M Brown, cf. Vol. n, pp. 692ft, 872.
~J Ibid" p. 550.
conflict between Jesus and 'the world', between the Johannine community and 'the world'
The frame of reference, in lurn, provides a helpful guideline in organizing the followers
of Jesus; the followers are those who are "begotten from above (and who nre] chosen oul
of the world"."'
Based mainly on Brown's stage reconstruction of the Johannine oommullity, it is
generally accepled that the community's experiences are reflected in the story·line ofJesus
and his disciples, The notion that the narrative reveals lhe development of the Johanninc
community has had a significant impact on the course of Johannilll: scholarship. There
is a direct connection made in the Fourth Gospel between the experiences of Jesus and
the Johannine community out of which the Gospel comes, Both Jesus and his followers
are faced with the hatree:' and hostility of 'the world'; Jesus fvr claiming to be equal to
God and his followers for believing in him
By the end of John 15 it is cenain that the disciples are to continue with Ihe
Johannine Jesus' mission. Because they are challenged to do this, the) are destined 10
endure the same hardships. Brown argues that the disciples were not told 10 withdraw
from the world but to separate themselves from the natu~ of the world, Thus they "sland
61 lhid., p, 761. Brown translates tK as "of' whith he interprets to mean "belong 10"
which is meant to indicate not only theodgin but also the nature of the subjecI(s) in
question. Brown does recognize the difficulty in couecdy interpreting tIC but maintains
that using "from" as the translation will give important texts different meanings, The dual
allusions of "belong to" imply a "membership in a certain yroup" which supports his
theory regarding the Johannine community. See especially Vo1. II, pp. 686, 761, 852f.
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in dualistic opposition to the world."'''' Politically, according to Brown's exegesis of John
17, the disciples are meant to be adive in the world by following Jesus' example.
The disciples are to be left in the world; but they do not belong to the
world, anymore than their master's kingdom belongs to the world, their
presence provokes trouble. Jesus has given them God's word.79
The Johannine Jesus, by his own admission, has come "not to judge the world, but to save
lh~ world" (John 12:47b) and he challenges his faithful followers to continue his mission
after his return to the Father.
Brown's discussion of John 18:36 is especially pertinent to our concerns.
Previously Brown slaled that lhe disciples were to continue wilh Jesus mission, "to
challenge the world."11 His exegesis of 18:36 focuses again on the problem of translating
eK. Brown discusses several options ("in" vs, "of"; "belong to" vs. "to be of") which he
considers appropriate for characterizing not only the origin but also the nature of Jesus'
kingdom. Unfortunately Brown concludes this debate by reminding his readers that "we
must not forget thai in Johannine thought Ihe ultimate goal of the disciples is to be
withdrawn from the world."n This conclusion seems somewhat at odds with Brown's
preceding arguments.
Apart from Ihis discrepancy, Brown's emphasis on the community's involvement
f,<> Ibid., p. 696.
10 Ibid., p. 763.
11 Ibid., p. 764.
1~ IMd., pp. 8S2f.
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as the followers of Jesus' disciples has had a significant impact on the course of Fourth
Gospel scholarship. Consequently, many scholars have taken their cue from Raymond
Brown. David Rensberger, in Ovcn:oming the World, argues that
It is the Johannine alienation from the world that ought to make John's
refusal of allegiance to the world's political orders somewhat less than
surprising. It was an alienation of consciousness as much as an overtly
social one, to be sure, yet precisely as such it could be expected to be
realized 'in the world' aswell.1l
Wayne Meeks' insightful article, "The Man From Heaven in Johannine Scctarinnism,"
summarizes succinctly the Johannine situation:
Thus we have in the Johannine literature a thoroughly dualistic picture:
a small group of believers isolated over against 'the world' that belongs to
'the things below', i.e., to darkness and the devil.J~
Alstrup Dahl, "The Johannine Church and HistOl)'," focuses as well on the hostility facing
the Fourth Gospel's community. Dahl identifies "the Jews" in the Fourth Gosllel as an
homogeneous group which represents "the world in its hostility to God".l' In this way
'world' is an allusion 10 an historical reality in which the Johannine Christians were
separated from 'the world' (i.e., "the Jews"). Robert Kysar, .Iohn. The MUI'/:rit'k Uo.IJwl,
has chosen to follow a similar route and addresses the nature of the Johanninc community
as revealed by its Gospel.
13 David Rensberger, OveTr:Clmillg the WI/rld, p. 99; cf. pp. 96·100.
1~ Meeks, "The Man From Heaven in Johannine Sectarianism," pp. 68rr.
7' Alstrup Dahl, "The Johannine Church and History" in ('11m", IS.\·IIC,~ In New
Tcstomcllllmcrprelation, pp. 124-142, edited by William Klassen and Graydon F. Synder
(New YOlk, NY: Harper & Row, 1962), p. 129; cf. pp. 128·]0,
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We have in the fourth gospel two kinds of dualism both represenled in Ihe
use of the word, world. A human dualism -- two ways of self·
understanding - and a <:osmic dualism - two realms of beinS-,.
The Fourth Gospel, then, has generated ambiguous and diverse nOlions of 'world'.
The moveml"'"lt Iowards identifying 'the W('r1d' strictly with -the Jews- has left many
scholars feeling very uncomfortable as well as dissatisfied since such a pal answer really
does nol contribute to an under5tanding of the Johannine community's self-perception and
self-awareness. More gain has been made in the discussion of the community's sectarian
nature and in the historical reconstruction of its development. A sensitive interpretation
of the Fourth Gospel's use of ,,60"'01; is integral to an understanding of how and why this
group set itself apart from the rest of 'the world'.
It is important for us, as interpreter5 in the twentieth century, to keep in mind the
different perspectives of biblical scholars over Ihe yeus. The ancient or classical writers,
Origen, Chrysostom. AuguSiine and others, discussed the New Testamenl lexls during
a lime when they were concerned with the origin and formation of their religion and the
direction in which it was heading. Later generations of biblical scholars did interpret and
are interpreling from a more distanced retrospective view.
It has been shown that many different opinions regarding the correct interpretation
of ,,60""01; have developed over time. The discussion of the scholars cited above reflects
their General similarilies in the exegesis of the Fourth Gospel. The most recent
110 Roberl Kysar• .klhn. the Maverick Gospc/(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1976), p. 52;
cfpp.49ff.
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developments in Johannine schol:arship come not only frOnithe history of interpretation
but also from the 'greying' of interpretative methods. This is particularly true in the case
of the Fourth Gospel because of its ambiguous nature. If any generalization can be lllade
thus far regarding the functioo of 6 ICOOJ.101O it is only that it renects the transition in Ihe
Johannjne community frpm • missionary role to one of alil!nation. This Iransition is Ihl!
subject to which we now lurn.
CHAPTERJ
The Evolution of Johannine Self-Understanding
Efafth6&v 00\1 n6~tv El~ to npalt(oplOV 6 nlA.dt~ ICcd &4x[lvlla&V
tOY 'lllCfOUV Kal d'ItEY aut~, m &£6 lkxatM:\Y; troy 'loooaJcov;
CtJI'EKpiST} 'lll<JOUC;, 'Ano asaolOu au tOUtO )£yEtl:; i'l allot
dx6v CfOt m:pt &1l0U; Qm:Kpi6ll 6 ntAa.tOC;, Mtltl tyw
'louooi6C; &illl; to feyoc; to aoy Kal: of apXl£p&ie; nap€6coKav
0& &J.loi· tf &noillOae;; a7t&Kp£ell 'Illaoue;, 'H paotAEia t'l &1111
OUK ECftlV tK tOu KOOPOU lOutOU' &! tK tOO K60pou tOUtOU ~v
1\ JkxatAE£a 'Ii &P~. 01 UX'lpttal oi tllOt tiyroV£l;o\lto (&.v]. [va. 1Ji'J
xapaOOGro toiC; 'IOOOcx(Ole;' vUv lie i) !klolM:(a i) &11" OUK ~Otly
&ttu9f;v· (John 18:33-36)
The Johannine Jesus' statements during his interview with Pilate prior to his
crucitixion paint a picture of 11mbiguity and secrecy. 'This world' is set up in
opposition to some 'other' world (though Jesus never identities it here) by virtue of
Jesus' declaration of non-membership with 'this world'. This conflict alludes, in tum,
to a greater battle; !l fight between God and Q K6aIl~.
There are three distinct terms meaning 'world' used in the New Testament:
KOOlloc; meaning "world"; Yti meaning "earth"; a{rov meaning ~age·, "world". and "in
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this world or in the world to come-,I Of the three rfI is lite most concrete whereas
the other t'NO interpretations imply definitions which are much more abstract The
Fourth Gospel implies two 'worlds' of existence. ~ The Johannine picture of Jesus and
the Fourth Gospel's treatment of "M~oc; are intenwined b~use Jesus' other-
worldliness is the focus of lohannine thristology.
The chrislology is based in the ·communal and individual imilaiifj ellri",j-'
which is a source of purpOse in the writing of the gospel. The Johannine community
is comprised of members who view Jesus as a model of perfection. one to be imitated.
The christology of the Fourth Gospel upholds this picture of perfection and other-
worldliness and promotes the nOlion that 6 "60'1101; ;s unsuitable for Jesus and his
followers. A key result in understanding the connection in this manner is the
uncovering of the horizon of the gospel and its comnlunity.
It is the treatment of lCOOJlOC'; in particular that is a soufc.e for uncovering the
1 Howard Clarke Kee, Christian Origins in Sociulogit"aJ l'cnpccrivc (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1980), p 25. From a different perspective Adele Reinhanz
identifies five metaphorical interpretations of 'world': (i) as a ·spatial entity- (ii) as
a reference to -the human inhabitants of the world- (iii) as a reference to those who
oppose Jesus' message (iv) as lIlat which is separate from Jesus' followers (v) as
something associated with sin .~ ·an antithetical relationship between being in the
world (a negative condition) and not being in the world (a positive condition). See
her The WonJ in Ihc World: The Cosmo/f'Rit"al Ta/c in thl: Fmlt1h (i".I'pe/ (AUanla:
Scholars Press, 1992), pp. 38ff.
l D. Moody Smith, "Judaism and the Gospel of John" in .Jews and CJrrisliwl.l', pp,
76.96, edited by James H. Chatleswvrth (New York, NY: Crossroad, 1990) postulales
a "distinction between two modes of existence, the believing and authentic over
against unbelieving and Uf!authentic· (p. 77). The distinction is between a W->, of
being and a piKe of being. See also Robert Kysar, John. the Maverit-k (impel
(AtllUlla: John KnoJil Ptess, 1976), pp. 49fT.
, David Edward Aune, The CIIltic Selling of Realized l-:Schalulogy in Harly
Christianity (Leidcn: E. l Brill, 1972), p. 78.
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self-understanding of the lohannine community. As we have seen (see above pp. 12-
18) the community's treatment of language is essential to understanding its self-
perception and self·awareness. Focusing on the language that is used in the Fourth
Gospel is a means to reconstruct the environment in which the Gospel was produced.
This approach is justified by the premise that all language is a source of
communication and that communication, in tum, is indicative of an environment.4
Language provides R social function in an environment, facilitates the growth and
shapes the hOllzon of communities.
In particular, Wayne Meeks addresses the ~social function of myth5"~ in an
effort to illuminate how language can be employed to legitimate belonging to a closed
community. He understands myths as social phenomena which can signal a particular
sort of social conlext. This social context is exhibited in the writings of the
• Cf. Robin Scroggs, "The Sociological Interpretation of the New Testament," in
Theology and Sodology, p. 265. Language is a product of its environment, its social,
economic and cultural influences.
.' Wayne A. Meeks, "The Man From Heaven in 10hannine Sectarianism," p. 49.
See also definitions of myth by Rudolf Bultmann who argues that a myth is "the
objectivation of the religious person's sense of his relationship to self and world"
(Meeks, "Man From Heaven:' p. 47); John Middleton says it is "a statel;lent about
society and man's place in it and in the surrounding universe" (Middleton, Myth and
C(lsmtlS, [Garden City, NY: The Natural History Press, 1967], p. x); Edmund Leach
maintains that a "myth loses all its meaning when taken out ofcontel.t" (M. I. Steblin-
KamC'!lshij, Myth, [Ann Arbour: Karoma, 1982]. p. 6); Ched Myers defines myth as
''kand of meaningful symbolic discourse within a given cultural and political system"
(Myers. Binding the Strong Man. p. 16).
Of these select examples one can conclude that they bear a striking similarity,
namely the emphasis on environment. This aspect of myth was highlighted in Chapter
I (see above pp. I~rn. The importance of language as a self-defining agent cannot
be overemphasized. The concepts of myths and their vocali7.ation through literary
means is directly related to the social circumstancf!s under which the concepts first
evolved.
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community. In essence, Meeks claims thai the writings of the Johannine community
give us insight into the life of a unique community in first century Christianity.
Through an analysis of the language used by the community, Meeks reconslTUtts the
social reality of the community.
Meeks ultimately argues thai a wnniet-ridden environment produced Ihu
paradoxical language of the Founh Gospel. The communiI)' was alienated and
rejected by the synagogue and these circumstances arc reflected in the Ie,.;!. Meeks'
underlying assumption is that the community was made sectarian in nalure by the
aJienation6 and rejection to which it was subjected. Meeks understands sect
pejoratively. a condition which is brought about by adverse conditions and elicits a
negative social identity. A community lbal was distinctly separate yet connected 10
its surroundings would quite likely produce its 0""" myths, myths which support the
sepualion.
The alienation was traumatic enough that the Jobannine community was cut ofT
physically and spiritually from the Jews of the synagogue. Meeks explains that
The christological claims of the Johannine Christians resulted in their
becoming alienated, and finally expelled, from the synagogue; that
alienation in tum 'explained' by a further development of the
christological motifs (i.I:., the fate of the community projected onto the
story of Jesus); these developed christological motifs in tum drive the
group into further isolation.?
Simply put, the community iden'ifies itself with the 'Son of Man' who is not of this
world. in an effort to rationalize its own dislocation from the fold of Jewitl, tradition.
• Meeks. "Man From HeaVfln.~ p. 55.
1 Ibid.• p. 71.
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The dislocation of the community leaves its members with a sense of despair
and disillusionment due to a paradoxical situation: they cannol go where Jesus has
gone nor can they return to the synagogue. These feelings are vocalized in the Fourth
Gospel. Meeks focuses on the language of the gospel in an attempt to understand the
inlernal conflict of the Johannine community and to explain its social situation and
crisis. This reconstruction theory is fraught with difficulties, however, and Meeks'
probing analysis has Idft many avenues to be e}(plored and much work 10 be done.
One avenue of exploration looks inlo the relationship between the literary
record of a social group and its environment. The lask is 10 discover the link between
the development of the lexl, the Fourth Gospel. and the development of the Johannine
community In viewing the gospel holistically we can discern a pattern of
development between the Prologue and John 17 thus revealing~-tdj~
movement in the community from its beginning with john the Baptist and the
disciples' resulting witness to Jesus' departure. The Prcologue provides the readers with
a teslament of the Johannine community and John 17, a testament of Jesus to that
community.
Raymond Brown is one scholar who has taken his cue from Meeks. He has
provided a precise and concrete desaiption of the development of a community behind
the JohiUlnine text. His book, The Comm/lfl;ty of the Beloved f);sciple, not only
identifies each stage but in it he also discusses lhe influences on this community
during its formative years. Brown's contribution to the discovery of the Johannine
community has been significant and has laid the groundwork for much of Johannine
scholarship. His basic premise, to which we have already alluded, is that the tale in
..
the Fourth Gospel ren«ts the situalion of the Johannine community responsible for
itscrealion.
Brown charts a negative progression of development due mainly 10 feelings of
alienation and reje<:tion on the pan of the community. The promotion of an extremely
high chrislology is 10 blame for the alienation of a community which, otherwise, ·was
not distinguishable from other Jewish Christianity- in ils genesis." Drown disagrees
with those who think that the Johannine community was a sect. Because it was
'indistinguishable' in the beginning it retained much orits grassroots tradition with the
synagogue. Funhermore. the eventual acceptance of its gospel into lhll New
Testament canon 111651$10 a legitimate membership in the larger Christian community.
Brown's view of lIIe New Testament world presupposes a homogeneity lIlat
probably did not exist in reality. While Bruwn does idenlify several different groups
of Jewish and Christian traditions he maintains that a consistent link with Jewish
heritage underlies the formation of such groups. He poslulates six religious groupings
outside the Johannine community: the World, "the Jews", Ihe adherents of John the
Baptise the Crypto-Christians, the Jewish Christians, and the Christians of ApoSlolic
Churches.' Because traces of these groups can be found in the Fourth Gospel thy are
I Raymond Brown, eRD, n. 3 I pp. 22·3. While Brown does nol wish to identify
the Johannine community as sectarian he does argue that separatist characteristics' ':n
be applied to the community, It is possible to discuss the uniqueness of the lohannine
community in termsofthescseparatistcharacteristic5.
, Cf. Brown, COD. pp. 59-91;168-169. The World constitutes "lhose who prefer
darkness to the light of Jesus because their deeds are evil .., 'the world' is a wider
conception than 'the Jews' ... but includes them. "The Jews' are those wilhin the
synagogues who did nol believe in Jesus and had decided that anybody who
acknowledged JesU!l IS Messiah would be put oul of the synagogue" (p. 168). The
adherents of John the Baplisl maintain that ~John and not Jesus was God's prime
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credited with having some impact on the formation of the Johannine cr ·,munity.
It is the formation of the community with which Brown is primarily concerned.
His premise for this investigation is Ihal an accurate description of the Johannine
community will enhance the scholarly understanding of Ihe New Testament world,
Using the Jewish traditions as n starting point he traces the progress of the community
through four stages belween ca, ~o C.E. fo the early second cenlllry. The first two
stages, while applied specifically 10 the Johannine community, seem to be general
observations which might be applied to any of the peripheral groups Brown has
identified.
In the first stage, Brown argues that little can be differentiated between the
various groups. Because of close links with their Jewish heritage, the aforementioned
groups displayed similar characteristics. Brown maintains
that in the very early days Johannine Christianity was not really
distinguishable from other Jewish Christianity, and that what gave it its
peculiar cast and direction was the catalyst offered by the entrance into
the community of a group of Jewish Christians of anti-Temple views
and their Samaritan converts. 10
Brown argues that the influx of Samaritan converts gave the synagogue officials
reason enough to reject the Johannine group. The Samaritans, whose emphASis was
emissary" (p.168). Cryplo-Christians are the people who claim to believe thai Jesus
is the Messiah but refuse to admit to this belief in public and remain as members of
the synagogue, "disciples of Moses rather than disciples of Jesus" (p. 169). lhe
Jewish Christians "had left the synagogues but {their] faith in Jesus was inadequate
by Johannine standards" (p. 169). Brown groups the remaining "mixed communities
of Jews and Gentiles" together to form the Christians of Apostolic Churches. separate
from the synagogues and the Johannine community (p. 169). See also Brown, '''Other
Sheep Not of This Fold': The Johannine Perspeclive on Christian Diversity in the Late
First Century," pp. 10-22.
1" Brown, ('HD, n. 31, pp. 22-23.
.,
on Moses Tallier than the Temple. interpreted Jesus in elevated anti-Davidic: terms
which upset the traditional. monotheistir: views of the Temple Jews.1I
The second stage is the most fruitful of the four stages. It is during this stage
that the community begins to establish its own set of beliefs and defines ils parameters
as a community, separate and distinct from other communities of Jewish descent.
Brown theorizes that it was during this stage thai the main writing of the Fourth
Gospel was completed. ' ! This formative period allowed the high christology of the
Johannine group to come to the fore. This paTlicular chrislOloijical conception enabled
the community to understand itself in relation to Mlhe Jews" and the world.
The last two stages are specific theories regarding the finalization of the
Johannine community, Stage lhree sees a community divided by its own conception
of Jesus as was recorded in its own gospel. Brown argues that evidence for this
conflict comes from the Epistles which were written ca. 100 C.E." The Epistles
contain information pertinent to the members of lhe Johannine community, 10 the
insiders. There is little or no discussion of involvements outside the community. The
author of the first epistle, in particular, is concerned with a growing schism within the
community over ·christological and ethical errors·... The last stage details a tragic
ending for the turbulent birth and development of the Johannine community; thl:
schismatics go one way (towards Gnosticism, it is argued by some) and the mom
II/bid.. pp. 34.47.
I~ Ibid.• p. 23.
I) Ibid.
14 Ibid., pp. 9).96.
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conservative clement joins the "Great Church".
Brown's stage reconstruction for the development of the lohannine community
is based on a redactional interpretation of the Fourth Gospel. His argument is based
on the premise that the Gospel functioned as a reinforcement for the self-
understanding of the community. Because the community was facing hostility and
alienation, the Fourth Gospel served fa support and sustain ils perceived situation.
The lext thus reveals the self-understanding of the community through its record of
Jesus' lime !ipen! on earth.
The Johannine community has imparted to readers of its gospel its perception
of Jesus and consequently, its own self~perceplion. An extremely high chrislology,
as compared to the other gospels, is to blame for rejection by the synagogues in
Jerusalem.
A belief in the pre·existence of God's Son was the key to the Johannine
conlenlion Ihal the believer possessed God's own life; and the Fourth
Gosl"el had been wri"en to bolster the faith of Johannine Christians on
thai very point (20:31).1~
Taken 10 its ultimate conclusion, Jesus is portrayed as superior to all other prophets
and messengers. The 10hannine community was alienated for supporting Jesus'
superiority. The alienation, in tum, reinforced the notions of superior position which
became the theme of defense for the community. Therefore, all of his followers had
to be superior as well.
In all probability the community intended to build on its Jewish heritage and
remain very much a part of the synagogue. Because initial reinterpretation of Jesus'
I.' Ibid., pp. 109-110.
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messiahship was rejected, followed by persecution, the community found il necllssary
to build its own belief structure. The high christology evident in the Fourth Gospel
gives us insight into thai belief structure.16 Based on this premise it is possible to
answer the question. What exactly was the impact of this high christology on the self-
understanding of the Johannine community and how did it shape ils perception of its
relationship to 'the world'?
The high christology is based first and foremos! on Jesus' own claim of
separateness and distinction: ·YJ.lei~ &11: trov KatCll ta<t, tyro tIC twV dvw clJ.l{·
UI!&t<;; &K tOUtOU 'tou ICOOIlOU tknt, tyro aUK EfJ,l1 &K tau KOOI-'OU to6tou. (John
8:23) The contrast between "abovefbelowM is the strongest indicator of the gospel's
high christology. Jesus is elevated to a point far beyond thtl reach of humanity and
his instructions to his disciples are quite plainly delintlated along thestl lines. In I
John 4 a follower of Jesus (and possible leader of the Johannine community) makes
a most notable demand of the community, to combat the world in an effort to sustain
the message of Jesus and to fortify the ascent of the faithful.
'Aya.Xll"tO(, 1-1" xClvd xV&Ul-la.u XtateuEtf.:, all&. OoK\I.uiC&Te
TO. XV&UI-IClTa. &t &K "tou Beou &O'"tlV. O"t\ xoU"ot IjIEul)oxPOcilll"tCl\
e;eAI1U6ClO'lV dl; "tov KOOJ.lOV. (I John 4: I)
The issue of separateness confirms the self-understanding of the community based on
its christological assumptions.
The christology of the Fourth Gospel, then, is the result ofa perceived situation
16 Cf. Aune, The ell/lic Selling of Realized h'schafrJ/ogy in Harly Chri.f/ianity
"The christology of the Fourth Gospel is the primary means of expressing l'digious
needs, values. and ideals of the Johannine community (which] is primarily
determined by the soteriological interests of the ecc!esiolob'Y of that community· (p
76).
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being projected onlo the person, Jesus. In this sense the purpose of the christolcgy
is to subject Jesus to the experiences of the community in such a way that he
represents that reality.
The Johannine Jesus becomes comprehensible as a projection (or
retrojection) of the religious needs and experiences of the lohannine
community ... Tht. actual experience of the Johannine community is
grounded on the actuality of the historical experience of Jesus; the
reality of the former is a vindication of the reality of the lalter. 17
The Fourth Gospel writers interpret the life and ministry of Jesus in light of their
situation. Therefore, it is possible to understand the circumstances under which
Johannine Christians evolved based on the circumstances surroWlding the lohannine
Jesus'timewith them.
A high christology is promoted in the beginning of the Fourth Gospel. The
Prologue, John I: 1-18, initiates the portrayal of an other-worldly Jesus; '[t") 4>00~ ...
EPX6IJEVOV El<; '[t")v IC60IJov. (I :9) The Johannine Jesus is most certainly not of tau
KOOPOU (cf. 8:23; 17:16; 18:36). The Prolog'le harkens back to the familiar USe of
Wisdom material in much of Jewish literature. Wisdom is frequently associated with
creation and is characleristically pre-existent The 10hannine Jesus is attributed with
these Sllme characteristics. solidifying his other-worldly or un-worldly and pre-existent
nature. John I: I-I g summarizes the story of the Fourth Gospel and places the
IJ Ibid.. p. 77. It is important to realize that the four gospels portray different
pictures of Jesus. otherwise there would only be one gospel. For this reason a
Markan, a Matthean, and a Lukan Jesus co-exist in the New Testament canon along
with the Johwmine one. In the case of John's Guspel a mirror of e,.;perience is set up
between the Johannine Jesus and his followers who are charged with his mission
following his" parture from this world. They become "not of this world" (8:23;
17:14) once Jesus has chosen them and they become open to perseeution and hatred
(15:18,20; 16:1-2.33; 17:14) by this world. cr. pp. 80-81.
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emphasis on Jesus' arrival in a world which did not accept him and his eventual return
to the Father. These two themes, Jesus' non-acceptance in Ihe world and his ascent
10 the Father. are prevalent in the gospel. The themes are highlighted by frequent
references to the "'OOIlO<; of which Jesus is nol a part.
We have already referred 10 Ihe theme of dualism which is rooted, for lh~ mosl
part, in Ihc treatment of KOOIlC><;. In her Thf:fJ/Og)' (If the Joham/it/c I:I,i.~tlc.~. Judith
M. Lieu examines in detail the subject of dualism in the Johannine corpus. She
identifies three specific typesofdualism: t ¥
(I) ethical dualism (two contrasting pa"ems of behaviour divide humankind)
(2) cosmic dualism (two opposing camps of supernatural powers)
(3) metaphysical dualism (two absolutely opposed divine principles)
(4) eschatological dualism (a contrast between the present age and the age to
come)
In general, the dualistic altitude of the Johannine corpus renects an understanding nf
the KOOJ,lOt; which is based on definitions of what the KOOJ,lOe; is or is not lli
experiences of the community are interpreted in light of this understanding, With
regards to the KOOJ,lOl;, the Johannine Gospel sets God up in opposition to it (in mnst
instances), symbolizing everything which is against God. (The eventual separation of
the Johannine community from the synagogue reinforces this dualism. I")
In John 15 Jesus relates to the disciples the main thrust of his message and
II Judith M. Lieu, The Theology of Ihe Johannlnc HpJ.I"lIc.f, pp. 80-87, esp. pp
80ff. Lieu focuses specifically on the contrast between "light" and "darkness" as a
duality which encompasses all four elements listed above. The contrast highlights the
conflict between God and the world. Lieu maintains that the Fourth Gospel's author
"uses dualism to express a conviction of the election of the community of believers
and to interpret their actual experience" (p. 83),
19 Kysar. John, the MaveriCK Gospel, pp. 63f.
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commissions them to continue with his message despite hardship. The cenlral
hardship of which the lohannine Jesus speaks is the hatred from the world. John
15:18·19 attests to this hatred and rejection:
Et 6 lCOOIJO!; u",W; I.IIOE£. YlwaKeu 6'(1 tilt !tpW'lOV Uf-Hiiv
pEIJIOllICeV. el tIC YoO 1C60lJoo 'lire., 6 XOOJ.lDt; dv .() rowv
t'iA.&l· On at tIC toU ICOOJ!OO aUK tat€. aU.' ~ ~e)4.6.fJ.TJV
up&; tK tOU ICOO/JOU, lila '[OUlO J.lloei UIJW; 6 "OOj.lOl;.
Because Jesus is rejected, so will his folioWflTs also be rejected. The source of the
rejection is ignorance and misunderstanding, The opening of John 16 predicts an
expulsion from the synagogues by Jewish members who do not understand the
meaning of Jesus' message and seek to persecule his disciples (16: 1-3).
John ):17 (00 yci.p antatEtUV 6 8&0<; t~y uiov dt; "tOY 1Crollo" tva ICp{VlJ
toV lCOOJ.lOV au' tva ol»9a 6 "OOIJOt; lil' autao), 9:]9a (Etc; ICpfJ.la tydI de; 1:(}v
1C6a~ov toOtOv 1)A90v), and 12:47b (&yo) aU "p(\'(I) aut6v, ou yap 1)).90v fva
"p{\ItI) tl:lv "OOIoiOV !ill' (w. OWOCil tl:lv "OOIol0V) give some indication of
ambivalence towards the world. A serious question is alluded to here when these
verses are viewed in light of Jesus' later (cf. John IS-17) statements to his disciples:
Is the world 10 be danmed or saved'fO For the most pan the lohannine Jesus
expresses disdain for the world; it is a victim of its own demise through its ignorance
of him. The disciples, on the other hand, are not sure of their reaction.
Jesus describes two ways of living: with the Father or in lhe world. He makes
:0 David J. Hawkin, -lohannine Christianity and Ideological Commitment: The
f:Xposi/u'Y rimes 102 (1990) 3:74-77. argues thatlhere is -at the heart of Johannine
theology a profound paradox: Christ is both the judge of this world and its saviour,
both the agent of its creation and a stranger 10 it" (p. 76). See also Leiu, The
1'.cology oj 'lie JohlllnJne Episdts, pp. 83rr.
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his own choice clear when he reminds the disciples of his impending departure (John
16:2&):
tl;.il:·-:lQv lIapci taU 1t(UpOc; Ka.i t)"fJAoea d~ t6V "00"0\1'
1UUJ.v t14l{run t6v w::oopov Kal Jrop£lK>J.!QI n~ ti)v natfpa.
Jesus constantly reminds his disciples that be is only in the world for a short time and
will depart their company soon. This reinforces his lack of membership with the
world. Jesus is in the world but he is not of the world. For this reason his disciples
are forced to adopt the same distance from the world once Ihey choose It) follow
Jesus. The choice sels up an ultimate paradox: if the disciples choose 10 follow Jesus
and accept his message they are forced to remain in a world which does not approve
crlheir choice.
The long monologue or prayer which takes up all of John 17 is the personal
expression of Jesus which reminds the reader of the summary in the gospel's Prologue.
In Ihis prayer Jesus speaks of all that he has been sent to earth to do and all that has
been accomplished; he looks forward anxiously to his departure from Ihis world. In
an effort to understand futly the significance of this Iracl, placing it side by 5ide with
the opening statements of the Fourth Gospel should prove illuminating. Similarities
in vocabuhuy are the most explicit indicators of repetition:
John 1:1-18
The Word was with God and the Word
was God. (vs.I)lIt is the only Son, who
is dose to the Fldhtr's hea.t (vs.18a)
John 17:1-26
Holy Father, keep those you have
given me true to your name, so thaI
they may be one like us. (vs.llb)/May
they all be one, just as you are in me
and I am In you, so that they also may
be ia U!, so that the world may believe
it was you who sent me. I have gi ven
them the glory you gave 10 me thai
they may be ... as we are .... With
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me in them and you in me, may they
b~ so perfected in unity. (vS5.21-23a)
He was wirh Goj in the beginning.
(vs.2)
What has come into being in him was
life, life that was Ihe light of men
(vs.4)
He was coming into the world. He
was in the world that had come into
being through him, and the world did
Itot n'!l'ognise him. (vs.9b·1 0)
And we saw his glory, the glory that
he has from the Father as only Son of
the Father, full of gme and troth.
(vs.14b)
Now, Father, glorify me with that glory
I had with you before Ute world ever
uisted. (vs.5)/you loved me befon'! die
foundllliion of Ihe world. (vs.24b)
[I} may give eternal life to all those
you have entrusted to him. (vs.2b)
Now at last they have rtl'ognised that
all you have given me comes from you
for I have given them the teaching you
gave to me and they have indeed
accepted it. (vss.7-Sa)
Father ,., glorify your Son so that your
Son may glorify you. (vs.lb)lNow,
Father, glorify me with that glory I had
with you, (vs.5a)/Consecratc them in
truth; your word is truth. (vs.17)n have
given them the glory you gave to me.
(vs,22a)
Placing similar statements side by side in this manner is not intended to portray
a perfect mirror image. One obvious difference is the eloquence with which the
Johannine Jesus speaks as compared to the voice of the narratOl" in the Prologue. The
main themes are the same in both tracts, however, It is important for us as readers
to understand the si!.nificance of chapter 17 as a turning point or climax for th"~
of the Fourth Gospel.
That chapter 11 is the main focus of the gospel is not a new idea Ernst
Kasemann proposed this in 1968 in The 7c)'tamcnI of JCSII,f. Kasemann was mainly
interesled in the historical circumstances in which the gospel was written and he
concluded that the Johannine community was part of an extremely diverse New
Testament world. His res/amem focuses on John [1 as a means of interpreling the
gospel as a whole. KAsemann argues that "it is unmistakable lhat this chapter is u
summary of lhe Johannine discourses and in this respect is a counterpart 10 the
prologue.·: l
Kiisemann chooses not 10 perform an explicit exegesis of John 11 but rather
provides a thematic overview of "certain key words from the conlext" such as "the
glory of Christ, Ihe community under Ihe Word, and Christian unity.":: He argues that
these foundational themes are all present in the farewell discoursc of John 11 and
accurately re:lect the entire message of the Fourth Gospel. Because this chapler
occurs late in the gospel and displays counterpart similarities with the opening
Prologue, it should he recognized as the cumulative point of the gospel as a whole
Once the Fourth Gospel is viewed holistically in literary perspective it becomes
quite clear how chapter 17 fits Ihe climactic role. The following structure highlights
this prayer as the center of the gospel:
1:1-18
1:19 - 12:50
13:1 - 17:26
18:1·20:31
21
Prologue
MiracleslConversalionsINarratives: Jesus' re~e1ation to the world
Upper Room/Long Discourses: Jesus' revelalion to the disciples
Passion and Resurrection
Postscript
The above outline is an adaptation of one proposed by C. K Barrell in 'rhe (iuspef
AI.:cvming to St, Jahn. He argut:S that "lhe structure of Ihe gospel is simple in oulline,
:1 Ernst Kisemanr The Teslamenl of .Jesw· (London: SCM, 1968), p. )
Kllsemann docs nol, however, compare the Prologue and chaplt:r 17 in the way we
have done.
::/bM.
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complicated in detail. The book falls into four clear parts, with an appendix, as
(a) 1.1 4 18
(b) 1.19 - 12.50
te) 13.1 - 17.26
Cd) 18.1 ·20.31
(e) 21.1-25
Prologue
!\larratives. Conversations. and Discourses
Jesus atone with his Disciples
the Passion and Resurrection
an Appendix
We have followed Barrett in discerning "four clear parts", but feel that his own
description of those parts misses the faci that in I: 19-12:50 Jesus is revealing himself
10 Ihc world. and in 13:1-17;26 he is revealing himself to "his own" (Ihe disciples).
Some scholars may choose Ihe Passion and Resurrection as the focal poinl of
Ihe gospel. However, this portion of the narrative is not unexpected (Jesus has been
talking about his impending departure in John 13-17) and is not Ihe focus of the
Johwmine Jesus' message. Of course he mentions his return to the Father on
numerous occasions but his emphasis in this prayer is on the message he delivers and
the work of the disciples yet to come,
Jesus prays (vss. 6-19) for the disciples who are gathered about him
They have been drawn together out of the world and they will be
exposed to its attacks. Hitherto Jesus has himself preserved and
enlightened them; he prays that in his absence they may be kept in the
lruth of Cod. They are to be kept in unity, with each other, in himself
and in God, and there is committed to them a mission to the world in
which they continue to rive.:~
:' C. K. Barrett, rhc' Gospel A c(.vrrling fo SI. John (London: SPCK, 1970 fI955J),
p. II.
:. lhiJ., p. 417. Barrett argues for a more sensitive reading and understanding of
John's gospel which reveals a "primarily theological" text. For this reason "the climax
of Jesus' speech is found in a prayer" (p, 14). The 1 Ulction of the Johannine Jesus,
albeit historical in nature, is 10 express the theological concerns of the Johannine
comn,unity.
7.
The death and ascension arc merely predicted conclusioos to Jesus' work.
N. H. Cassem, in "A Grammatical and Contextual Inventory of the Us.= of
ICOO/JOt> in the JC"l:annine Corpw with Some Implications for a lohannine Cosmic
Theology"~ supports Ihe theory pioneered by KAsemann Ihal ec:t1ain key words reneel
the structural themalic framework of the gospel as a whole. Cassem's surv"''Y cl(plores
the grammatical and thematic varialions associated with thc uses of k:OOIlO!; in Ihc
Fourth Gospel. The grammatical variations include "unmodified uses", "USl.'S modified
by prepositions" (2U;, tIC, tv). and "modification by out~ and 6Ao<;".~'· The thenlatic
variations include such key ideas as "saving", "judgement", "overcoming the world",
"life". and "sin ... ~l
The unmodified uses of KOOIJOl; in the nominative and accusative cases arc
generally negative. There is some evidence, however, that when the world is thl:
object of God's action it is in a positive action even though the world dOllS nol
respond positively in all cases. The modified uses entail prepositions which arc
signallers of technical phrases which are neither consistently positive nor negalive.
Modifitalions oj ICOOlJat; by oOtat; and 6~ on the other hand, ·cmmole an
undesirable aspecl of the world-.:- II seems obvious that when 'world' is paired wilh
the specific connotation 'this' an allusion to a 'world' other than 'this world' is made
:~ N. H. Cassem, - A Grammatical and Contextual Inventory of the Use oflCOOllO<;
in the lohannine Corpus with Some Implications for a lohannine Cosm.;c Theology,"
N1'S 19 (197]) pp. 81·91.
~ Ibid., pp. 82·85.
:1 Ibid., pp. 85-87.
!I Ibid., p. 85.
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The 'world' other than 'this world' is the one to which Jesus belongs.
In his analysis of the thematic variations of 'world' Cassem concludes thai the
positive references outweigh the negative ones. He summarizes his findings in a table
Topic or Theme I2li1 ~ Negative
Soterio!oJ,:Y IJ IJ 0
Love-hatred
"
3 8
Faith aels 9 3 ,
Judgement , 2 4
Light 6 5 0
Overcome 4 0 4
Sin 3 2 I
life ~ -l. ---L
55 30 24
The above themes are the result of Cassero's attempt to categorize associations of
KOO}.lO<; with particular terms. That the number of positive references outweigh the
negative references is nol completely conclusive in the analysis of the treatment of
l(60~e<; in the Fourth Gospel: rather. the treatment is ambivalent Further, Cassem
concludes that "the author(s) use<s) KOOPOl; in a more favourable context during the
first half of the gospel and in a mon" ambivalent or h-.stile context in the second half
and in I and 2 John,-JII
Whal is most interesting ahout Cassem's article is his presentation of the
treatment of "OOIJOCO throughout the Fourth Gospel in a graph.31 Graphically, the
negative use of ,,60J.l~ peaks in lohn 17, This is preceded by a rising pessimism
::'f Ihid, p. 87.
lD Ibid., p. 89.
Jl/hid.
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USeiorK60~
• Positive
~Nt8alivc
j~
'-I John--' 2 John
Fig. I. Positive and negative uses of KOOlloc; in the Johannine corpus
towards the term in chaplers twelve through Jixteen and followed by overwhelming
~ejection of the world on the part of the community in I John. [t is a logical
conclusion to consider the significance of Ihis graph (Fig. I).
It is extremely illuminating to superimpose the graph on a typical plollriangJe
(Fig. 2). A ptvl triangle is a device used to isolate the structural featun::; of a
narrative: exposition, rising action, climax, falling aCfion and resolution (if one is
possible or required). From Cassem's graph it can be deduced, based on the increa~e
of negativity towards the KOO/lOl;, that chapter one is the exposition, chapters two
through sixteen contain the rising action with the climax occurring in the seventeenth
chapter. Chapter twenty-one. which has long been accepted as an editorial addition
to the text. contains a concise account of the fate of the community. However, once
I John is placed on the graph immediately following the gospel it is compelling to
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conclude that the falling action is contained there as well, a final comment on the
crisis l ) oflhe community,
CLIMAX
Fig. 2. Literary structure oflhe Fourth Gospel's thematic treatment ofJc:6(]Jl~.
It is now possible to compare our tnl'Ory with the aforementioned structural
divisions for the Fourth Gospel. It is quite clear thai the development of Ike narrative
follows a plot triangle fairly closely, Jesus' revelation to the world and to the disciples
in I: 19-13:30 constitutes the bulk of Ike rising action. The Farewell discourses of Ike
nClI:l four chapters represent the growing introspective nature of the Fourth Gospel.
') Kevin Quast, l'cter and the Beloved IJisdple (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press Ltd., 1989) argues thai the crisis in the lohannine community is over the action
of the members. The community is called to mission and to unity. The unity is one
of believers only which sets up a connict with the KOOJ,1<X; because it includes non-
believllrs. Quasi focuses on John 21 as a source for discovering the crisis of the
Johannine community, pp. 125-156. He argues that "a number of scholars have
suggested that the major purpose of this chapter in its present form is to explain and
illustrate the nature of true Christian discipleship" (p. 134). The crisis for the
Johannine community becomes one of identity and self.understanding.
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Thclohanninc Jesus has now confined his conversations to thtldisciples. This move
represents a 'lum' jnwards on the part of Ihe Johannine communiry in lite laIc stages
of ils development. These discourses contain Jesus' instructions for his disciples and
his final thoughts on t>istimespentwith lhem.
The change in ani tude towards the ICOOj.lOC; as reflected in the rising aClion is
very significant. In John 1:19-12:50 the Johannine Jesus is concemed wilh his
acceptance into the world and his mission in it His concentration slli ....!; in 1J: ]·16:33
in that he gives explicit instructions 10 only a few chosen men. nOI the entire world.
Instead the world is a source nfhalred (15:18-27) and the disciples will eventually
need the guidance and protection ora Paraclete (14:16, 25-26; 16:5-15) since Jesus
is leaving and the disciples are remaininl in the world (14:2b; 16:IOb).
The shift in emphasis, which climaxes in John 17, we would argue, is
deliberate. Because the Fourth Gospel reflects the inner and ouler struggles ofa
community in crisis the text itself relleels these struggles. The progression, or might
we say descent, of the community from a position of semi-inclusion in Ihe larger
Greco-Roman world to an object of rejection and perseculion is portrayed in Ihe
Johanninr. Jesus' life story in the gospel. The shift in allitulle towards the world is
fraught with ambivalence because the Johannine community struggled with its self·
perception relalive to its environment.
How the Johannine community developed over time is thus revealed in the
thematic changes in the Fourth Gospel. A change in attitude is evident in the
treatment of key thematic issues such as chrislology and 'world'-perceplion. Our
argument receives indirect support from Jerome Neyrey who proposes an investigation
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of John's gospel with an examination of revolt and rebellion and attempts to
understand which term is more applicable 10 the concepts and movements recorded
there. He argues that the "development of the Johannine community entails a
progression ... from initial faction formation to a program of reform of the system and
finally to a revolt against the system,")) In Neyrey's analysis rebellion is associated
with positive action whereas revolt is characteristically negative. This is evident in
the link between rebellion and reform, an attempt to change an existing system for the
belter. He inlerchanges these two terms, rebellion and reform, on occasion. Revolt,
on the other hand. involves a disassociation with an existing system.
Neyrey utilizes and supports an anthropological model proposed by Mary
Douglas in an effon 10 discuss "the abstract cosmology of a group, thai is, its
perception of !he world. "J. How a group perceives the world is an indicator of how
it perceives itself which is in tum revealed by a written text. In particular, the self-
understanding of the Johannine community as expressed in its treatment of K60~o~
in the Fourth Gospel.
Neyrey uses Douglas' "groupfgrid model"l$ to characterize a four-stage theory
of the development of the Johannine community. Neyrey's stage theory is similar to
Raymond Brown's stag~ analysis. However, the group/grid model for social analysis
offers significant insights on the original charting of the community In that it allows
)l Jerome H. Neyrey, A n Ide%gy ojRelloll.· John's Christology in SociaJ·Science
l'(!fSp(!/,:tiv(! (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988), p. 149.
l4/f1iJ., p. 210.
n Ihid., p. 119.
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the stages to be compared using a social-science methodology.
In stage onc, -missionary propaganda-,» Jesus was in two places al once -
within accepted Jewish parameters yet outside all rules and regulations. Neyrey argues
that at this stage of development a -situation of challenge and rcform- 17 existed. The
world was a olace of fair existence, in which the Johannine group worked to convince
people 10 come to know Jesus. The members -engaged in enthusiastic missionary
preaching, which was aimed al all peoples: Jews, Samaritans. and Gentiles.MIl During
this early stage of development the community wns nol yet self-aware as a distinct nnd
separate group but rather was very much a part of the Jewish tradition since Ihll
Scriptures predicted the arrival of Jesus as messiah.
In stage two, however, the world quickly became a source of conflicl for Jesus
and his disciples, a place of adverse conditions where good battled evil. It was during
this "replacement"" stage that the Johannine community adopted a more elitist attitude
which coincided with an exclusiveness of membership. Community members were
accepted based on 'true' belief, an acceptance of very specific features of Jesus', the
Christ's, definition.
)6 Ibid., pp. 122-130. Judaism represents a Rstrong group" while Jesus' position
relative to that group indicates a "low grid" (p. )]0).
)1 Ibid" p. 130.
~ Jerome H. Neyrey, Chrisl iI,. Comnllmily (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical
Press, 1990 [Wilmington, DE: W. Glazier, 198~Il, p. 146. The mission aspect is
aimed at the 'rest' of Jewish people who have not yet heard of the appointed messiah.
Tht: Johannine group is doing what it would be expected to do, namely to share the
message of the Jewish n;essiah with the rest of the faithful.
)9 Neyrey,ldeotogy of Rel/oli, pp. IJO·14). Using Mary Douglas' model, Neyrey
mainta:..,s that the community is now "f1sing~ in grid (pp. 137f1).
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What had become very specific was 1esus' superior nature.-lO Neyrey focuses
on the rCIJlacement of Old Testament values, beliefs, and practices with the revelation
of Jesus as an indicator of this superiority. AI the wedding in Cana Jesus replaces the
water with sweet wine; his activity in the temple s-"mbolically replaces the building
with his body; the abundance of "I AM" sayings implies that he is "equal to God" and
"not of this world". The tendency to replace is a "radical devaluation of the Old
Testament as a source of authentic revelation. Whatever its past value, it is replaced
by new revelation in Jesus."'1
The second stage is monumental in forming the foundation of the Johannine
community. It is al this point thai the group attains self-awareness, a sense of
distinctness, separate from the traditional Jewish rites and practices.~) The change in
behaviour is from reaction to a specific situation (stage one) to controlling and shaping
a future (stage two).~J The superiority of Christ is taken to its ultimate conclusion in
the extension to church exclusivity as a source of defense against the world.
By stage three the Johanninc group has been expelled from the synagogue end
~a Neyrey, Chrisf is Community, pp. I52ff. See also Ideology of RHolf, pp. 142-
148.
~l Neyrey, Cilrist;s Comnllmily, p. 154.
~: On the issue of self-awareness see Gerd Theissen. Sozi%gie der
./c.w.fhell'egrmg (MOchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 1977), ET: Sociology of Early
I'olestillian Chris/ianify. translated by John Bowden (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1978).
".l N~yrey. Christ i.f Commullity. p. 158. Jacob Neusner offers an overview on
how groups achieve this self-definition and begin to contro/their futures. He argues
that it is when a group defines itself ••nst other groups within a larger classification
Ihat the work of imagination can truly be seen and the level of abstraction increases.
Cf. his./lidaism ami Irs Sodal Mefaphors (Cambridge: CUP. 1989), p. 12f.
its membership is declining. Missionary work is no longer an issue as the community
becomrs more and more defensive. The spiralling trend of the community results in
an intense turning away from the world, away from the rites and definitions of stage
two in favour of the ·spirit (and) personal access to God".~~ At this point the
community has extended th\1 meaning of K60~Ol; from the ·world" 10 allihat is "from
below". Essentially, the community has secured its fierce sense of superiority.~j
Membership in Ihe Johannine community can now be graded along degrees of
belief. Neyrey's classifications of believers is reminiscenl of Raymond Drown's
divisions in The Comnll/nily oj the Belove,1 J)jsl:ill/e. The 'true' believers arc "aliens
in an alien world. And this colors their assessment of Jesus himself as an alien
figure,,~6 Other types of believers included those who would not publically declare
their faith in Jesus because of the threat of expulsion from the synagogue, and thoSlol
who did not agree with the 'heavenly' attributes which the Johannine Christians were
using to characterize Jesus.~1
Neyrey's description of stage four is a little vague but does highlight a lertain
sense of positive movement through a reevaluation of the community by its members
(I John) after a schism within the group. The community is in need of furlher self-
definition following the crisis of its formative period. Neyrey charlS the self-
~~ Neyrey,ldcology of Rellolt, p. 148. Cf. Chri.~1 is Commllnity, pp. 167-169.
~l Neyrey, Ideology of Rellolt, pp. 146ff.
.f6 Neyrcy, ChriJ't is Community, p. 17S.
41 Ibid.. cf. or. 167-169 and Brown, eHD, PP. 63-88; 16e-169.
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understanding of the Johannine community through the first three stages:"
Stage One
still in the synagogue,
claiming to be the
realiz.ation of the
!:ynal;ogue'sscriptures
~
radical challenge to
the synagogue; claims
to replace old and
inauthentic traditions
with new and Irue
rites, feasts and
revelation
~
excommunication from
synagogue; dualistic
view of church and
world; church alone is
God's vine and
kingdom.- all else is
Satan's realm
Nc, ey's proposal for the existence uf two christologies in the Fourth Gospel
is of particular interest John 2-12 exhibit a low christology while the remaining
chaplers, as well as the epistles, switch to a much higher chtistology. That both
christologies appear together is significant but the change itself warrants exploration.
The christologiesofthe Fourth Gospel are indicative of the circumstances under which
the text was written. Neyrey suggests that
the diverse portraits of Jesus ... are both shaped by and articulated so
as to match the experience of the group being addre:;sed ... the portrait
of Jesus may be tailored to match the experience of a given group, so
that the group's story of Jesus adequately reflects the lived experience
of a Christian group.·9
The conclusion ofNeyrey's .::oncurs with our central argument Ih11t the changes
in attitude, particularly sIgnified in the treatment of christolog)' and of lC60jJO!;, in
John's gospel are deliberate and reflect a change in 'he cgmmunity which developed
~. The progression of attitude marks the evolvement of the community through
critical and formative stages; the thematic development of the text refl~ts the
development of the community. Our three major contributors in this central argument,
u Neyrey, Cllri~·t is Comnlllnily, pp. 181-183.
-I9lbM.p.9.
"
Brown, Neyrey, and Cassem, bear striking similarities in their discussions of possible
stages of development.
The community
develops a high
christology.
The community is
expelled from the
synagogues as a result
of I his hi g h
christolob'Y·
After the expulsion,
the community
develops a positive
universalism towards
'the world' through
contact with the
Greeks.
The community splits
in two because of
christolob'Y debates.
The community is
mission:>.:y in purpose
and exhibits a positive
universalism.
Th" community
develops a high
christology after
originally beginning
with a low one.
The community is
expelled from the
synagogues as a result
oft his hi g h
chrisloJob'Y.
After the expulsion
and as a direct result
of it, the community
develops a negalive
universalism towards
'the world'.
The community splits
after reevaluating its
position.
'fhe Founh Gospel
exhibits a positive
universalism lowards
'the wolld' in John
1:19 - 12:50
A high christology is
evident in the gospel.
The laller half of the
gospel (John 13·21)
and the epislles exhibit
a neg a I i ve
universalism towards
'Ihe world'.
The literary analysis by Cassem, as well as the original comments by
Kasemann, support the social analysis of Neyrey. Neyrey's ',' ~ cmui:'te. to an
extent, the pioneering effons of Raymond Brown. The negative treatment of
KOOIlD<;, hOlVever, goes unnoticed by Brown. The shift in christology highlights the
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negative universalism in Ihe tauer half of Ihe Founh Gospel and mirrors Nl..'Yrey's
social reconstruction of the community. We can c..lnclude that the negative outlook
on 'the world' is a direct result of the Johannine communiry's efforts 10 reevaluate its
position in a larger Jewish context based entirely on its rejection by Jewish authorities.
The efforts of redaction critics have revealed Ihe comnlunity behind Ihe fou"h
Gospel. This discovclY has aided biblical scholars in their search for meaning for thl,!
gospel's unique vocabulary and elusive themes. Describing the community as
alienated, persecuted, and rejected5l!. as well as marginal and peripheral fo Judaism'l
has aided in the discussion of the literary style of Ihe Fourth Gospel. Examining the
lext with its community's background in mind offers insights for the field of biblical
interpretation.
The high christology and the ambiguous Slate of the 1C6a~0l; in the Fourth
Gospel supports a unique self·understanding for the Johannine community. Ils
members adopted an ethereal view of Jesus and a belief that they comprised the 'true
Israel' because of their faith in Christ. The high christology precipitated fhe
50 Cr. Brown. CBD, PI'. 89ff.; -' "'Other Sheep Not of This Fold': The
Johannine Perspeclive on Christian Diversity in the Lale First Centu1)': pp. 7r.. 19fT.;
David Rensberger. Overcoming The World, p. 99; Wayne A. Meeks. "MIUI From
Heaven, M pp. 65-71; John T. Townsend. "The Gospel of John and the Jews: The Story
of a Religious Divorce," in A llI;semi/;sm and Ihe Fmmda/;Im.~ I!f Chri.\·/ionify, pp. 72-
97, edited by Alan Davies. (New York. NY: Paulist Press, 1979), pp. 74, 84f.
J\ Cf. Roger B. Bertschausen, "Turning the World Upside Down," tlnitarian
Universalist Chris/Ion, 46 (1991) 3-4:49-59. pp. 57fT.; Rudolf Schnackenburg, J)a'I
Johannesevangeli"m: III Teil., ET: The Gaspel A cconJing /I} SI. Jahn, Vol. III, pp.
209-213; Oscar Cullmann: The Jahannine Circle. PI'. 30-62; Robert Kysar,
"Community and Gospel: Ve<:tors in Fourth Gospel Criticism," lnltUprttOlion 31
(1977) PI'. 355-366, p. 366; D. Bruce Woll.Johalnlne Christianily in Conflir;t (Chico.
CA: Scholars Press, 198/), p. 117.
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community's expulsion from the synagogue which, in turn, supported the negative
treatment of the "OOIlOl;.
Jerome Neyrey focuses directly on this correlation when he argues that the
statements "equal to God" and "not of this world" are indicative of the function of the
hi!!h chrislolob'Y for the Johannine community. These expressions precipitate
a divorce between heaven and earth or between spirit and flesh, that is,
.. social alienation. This in tum implies thai the high christology
functions as an ideology for some Johannine Christians, encoding and
replicating their world view, in particular their estranged position
relative to the synagogue and other apostolic Christians.':
To conclude: Ihe Fourth Gospel is a literary representation of the feelings and
experiences of the Johannine community projecled onto the Johannine Jesus. This
equ8lion is directly ref1ected in the gospel's treatment of the KOOlJot:;. The Fourth
Gospel slory is the lale of the Johannine community as it moves from 3 position of
semi-inclusion in the Jewish social and religious structure to a position of alienation
and rejection. The Johannine Jesus begins his mission within this original Jewish
circle (John I: 19-12:50) and gradually moves outside i' while gathering a few close
disciples (John 13: 1-17:26). This ponrayal of Christ is a literary picture which ref1ects
the social situation of the Johannine community and the gospel, and can be seen as
a source of support for the community. More now needs to be said, however, about
the world-view of this community. its self-understanding. and its place within the
context of the Greco-Roman empire. How accurate, for lO!xample, is it to describe the
Johannine community which we have constructed in this chapter as a 'sect'? It is to
8 discussion of such issues that we now tum.
•: Ncyrcy, Ideology of Revolt, p. 115.
CHAPTER 4
The Johannine Wo,td.view
The entire issue ofself-understanding and self-definition ~ntai's an inquiry inlo
characteristics such as separateness, distinclness, sectarian altitudes. boundaries and
labels. What a community of people considers itself to be is dependent upon all of
these characteristics which are, in turn, influenced by social, cultural, economic, and
political conditions. For example, a community that speaks French, lives in a
northern, heavily wooded mountainous area and whose main source of income is
tourism will think and behave differently from a community that speaks Spanish,
practices Buddhism and makes its living growing collon on far-reaching plains. In a
modem sense it is not difficult to recognize different ethnic groups with differenl
religious, economic and geographical backgrounds. Without sounding too simplistic
and without merely imposing modern social models onto ancienl communities, it is
possible to consider first century society in these terms. II is quite probable thai
during the rise of Hellenism and the decline of the Roman empire a greal number of
societies and culturally defined groups existed.
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Our emphasis here is on how the Johannine community defined itself relative
to its social, cultural and religious environment. This is not an attempt to define a
Mhole" into which the community can be slotted but rather a dialectic approach aimed
at understanding the community on its own terms, namely via its gospel. The picture
being painted, then comes from witthn the community through its story of the
Johannine Jesus. The premise for this argument lies in the notion that the Fourth
Gospel contains features which reflect the self-definition of the Johannine community.
The discussion in the previous chapter pertained to those literary aspects which gave
us insight in that self-definition, Our attention now turns to the wider questions
evoked by our conclusions ahout the self-definition of the Johannine community.
Much of the discussion of distinct groups and societies has centred on the
negative aspects of communal self-definition and panicularly in conflict-generated
societies. In other words, the focus is on those controversies and disagreements which
separate groups and communities. A shift in emphasis is now warranted: not the
source of dispute but rather what motivates and sustains a group once it has defined
itself as separate. ~Counter-cultures~1 are, for example, in essence separatist by
1 Christopher Rowland, Radical Chrislianity, p. 50. It seems tllat there are as
many terms as there are debates with respect to any group that is distinct and each one
is limited by its own definition. 'Counter-culture' implies a sense of radicalism or
rebellion against some standard; 'sub-culture' implies inferiority to a 'higher' standard;
sect is usually associated with a negative movement; and defining a 'normative' group
implies that anything that is not 'normative' is abnormal. It is important to recognize
the significance of these labels and how they affect perceptions about commWlities
titles as such. Morton Smith, "Palestinian Judaism in the First CenturyM in Israel: Its
Rille in Civilization, pp. 67·81, edited by Moshe Davis (New York, NY: Harper &
Brothers, 1956), offers the only appeal I have discovered to discuss the average Jew,
"the 'am ha-ares", as the neglected majority and argues that the sectarian groups
receiving all the attention were actually the minority (p. 79).
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definition; what keeps them separate is a self.defining quest for their own uniq~
identity.
There are many uses of the word 'sect' for distinctive religious groups. The
definitions alone. which hive been the source of battles back and forth for sevcral
years. arc wide-spread and covcr an assortmenl of issues. Whether a pllf1iculnr group
of people constitutes a sect or not is dependent upon whal definition is being uSt..'d.
This creates certain discrepancies within scholarly debate in that no one definition is
uniform among participants in the discussion.
One of the most in depth evaluations of sect definition is put forth by Robin
Scroggs who utilizes the Weberian concept of sect IS an "ideal-type·.~ Scroggs
recognizes the necd for strict definition boundaries and outlines his understanding of
what exactly is characteristic of a sece
i. The sect begins as a protest
ii. The sect rejects the view of reality taken for granted by the establishment
iii. The secl is a counter-culture. not a sub-culture.
iv. The sect is egalitarian.
v. The sect offers love and acceptance within the community.
vi. The sect is a volunwy association.
vii. The sect commands a total commitment from its members.
viii. Some sects Me advmlist.
True to a social-science methodology Scroggs proceeds to compare what is known
about New Testament Greco-Roman groups with his sharply defmed characteristics
to determine whether a specific group is sectarian or not.
1 Robin Scroggs, "The Earliest Christian Communities as Sectarian Movement"
in Christianity, JiIJaism and Other Greco-Rom'" CullS, Part 2, pp. 1-23, edited by
Iacob Neusner (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1975), p. 2 n. 4.
llhid., pp. 3-7.
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Scroggs argues that the sect is built on a foundation of negativism, discord and
disharmony, Because the sect begins as a protest it must be at odds with some thing
or some one. It does not seem structurally sound to base a community on discord;
discord will eventually destroy a community, not support it. The Johannine
community eventually suffered this fate (according to Raymond Brown the community
spilt in two) because of its traumatic beginning and its contlict with synagogue
authorities. However. because factions of the original community did survive the
connict·lhey had to have received positive reinforcement from somewhere. Scroggs'
theory does not include many constructive elements.
Another problem in Scroggs' theory is his majority-minority assumption,
People with power and conlrol usually constitute a minority; those without, are the
masses •• the majority. But it would be foolish for example. 10 characterize the rich
and powerful as a sect. Moreover. once a sect becomes formalized, "established" if
you will. it becomes the "establishment" for its members. Scroggs would like to place
the "establishment" on one side of the fence and "sect" on the other. Unfortunately
these terms are relative 10 which side of the fence one is standing Oil.
Social structures are often not so clearly defined. and this makes identifying
groups as sectarian or non-sectarian very difficult. This is especially so in the first
century. It seems that there are two ways of addressing this problem in biblical
scholarship: either ignore lhe definition problem altogether or attack it head on and
~ Brown. CBD. pp. 165-166.
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work from one's own definitions. Scroggs chooses the latter, as have others,'
In an insightful discussion John T. Townsend, on the other hand, highlights the
defining features of Judaism and Christianity as they are portrayed in the Fourth
Gospel without addressing the problems of se:t. Townsend focuses on the
'Jewishness' of the Fourth Gospel in an effort to understand what exactly is meant by
'Jewish' in the New Testament world. Because of the ambivalent treatment of "the
Jews" by the Johannine writers Townsend concludes that the development of the
community was fraught with inconsistency. "The result became a gospel containing
a strange mixture of some ufthe most anti-Jewish parts oflhe. New Testament resting
upon a relatively pro-Jewish Johannine tradition~6 by virtue of the notion that Jesus
had fulfilled the prophecies of a Jewish messiah.
The same argument is proposed by D. Moody Smith, "Judaism and the Gospel
} Cf. James D. G. Dunn, "Pharisees, Sinners and Jesus" in The Sfldal World 0/
Fflmlativc Christianity, pp. 264-289. edited by Jacob Neusner c/. aI. (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press. 198&); Morton Smith, "Palestinian Judaism in the First Century" in
Israel: 115 Role ;n Civilization; Jacob Neusner, Judaism in Ihe Beginning 0/
Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984); Wayne A. Meeks, "'Am I A Jew?'-
- Johannine Christianity and Judaism" in Christianity. Jlfdaism and Other (irc:co-
Roman Crtlls. Part I, pp. 163-186, edited by Jacob Neusner (Leiden: E. 1. Brill.
1975); John Stambaugh and David Balch, The Sfldal World of the l'inlt (.'hri,~Ii(DU
(London: SPCK. 1986); Raymond Brown, "'Other Sheep Not of This Fold': The
Johannine Perspective on Christian Diversity"; Je~'lme NeyreY,A n Ideflltl1U' tljRevolt;
Peter L. Berger, "The Sociological Study of Sectarianism," Stldal Re.fI!an:h 21 (1954)
pp.467-485.
6 John T. Townsend. "The Go!:pel of John and the Jews: A Story of Religious
Divorce" in Antisemitism and the Foundations fI/Christianity, p. 84. Whether the
Johannine community thought of itself as Jewish is an insightful discussion. Certainly
its roots 'U"e Jewish -- Jesus is the Jewish messiah. The entire issue of self-
understanding is coloured with confusion, as it must have been for this community.
This confusion is reflected literarily in the symbolic uses of 'world' and 'the Jews'.
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of JohnM•7 who also does not address the nature of sect. Instead, Smith highlights the
larger parameters of distinction in the New Testament world, those of Judaism and
Christianity. In the Fourth Gospel in particula:.
John ... mythologizes the distinction between two modes of existence,
the believing and authentic over against unbelieving and unauthentic,
by identifYing them with two historically and empirically distinct
communities. the Christian and the Jewish.'
Smith's premise while very reasonable, delineates the boundaries of Christianity and
Judaism too sharply. The Johannine community was Christian in the T",odern sense
of the term because of its belief in Christ. However, it is important to realize that this
community initially understood itself as truly Jewish because of its belief that Jesus
was the Jewish messiah. Labelling the community as Christian or Jewish colours our
pcrception of it to suit a preconceived modem definition and limits the discussion by
reuojecting modern interpretations of 'Jewishness' back onto various groups in the
New Testament era.
Contrlll)' to his initial argument Smith concludes that
the tensions between Pharisaic Judaism and Johannine Christianity are.
phenomenologically speaking. not tensions proper to Judaism and
Christianity as separate religions, but tensions that arise almost
inevitably within II religion.9
This tension can be characterized as an intra-religious conflict. a term appropriate to
the fluid nux of religious thought and practic'Js during the first century. There has
1 D. Moody Smith. "Judaism and the Gospel of JohnM in Jews and Christians, pp.
77ff.
I Ibid.• p. 77.
~ Ibid., p. 96.
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been a growing acceptance of a pluralistic setting for much of the Gr~co·Roman
empire. One of the most perceptive discussions of this issue is put fo ..: lIy Rob~1rt
A. Kraft and George W. E. Nickelsburg. These scholars begin with the assumption
that in "Judaism" boundaries cannot be drawn which cut off one group from another.
The study of Judaism in the past three decades has created serious
difficulties for any attempt. 10 distil an essence of early Judtlism,
normative or otherwise. In a multitude of ways we have come 10 find
a previously unsuspected religious, cultural, and social diver:;ity among
the Jewish people of the Greeo·Roman period. Judaism during this
period was d~.'namic rather than static, pluralistic rather than
homogeneous. It was transitional between what went before in the
Persian period and what would follow with the rabbis, and was itself
in transition, often in different ways at different times and places.
Surely there were norms and boundaries, but they differed from time
10 time and place to place and among groups that were
contemporaneous and contiguous. 'o
Kraft and Nickelsburg would rather speak of "Judaisms"ll than II)' to define what was
normative for Judaism as a whole. Plurality becomes the norm snt up against a
Hellenistic b~~kdrop. The nature of Hellenism '2 ilself allows for the flowering of
diversity and promotes individuality.
It is frOT:l this vantage point of plurality that the question of how "Icommunity
defines itself relative to others has become a key issue for many biblical scholars.
Moreover, it is not simply a matter of defining the pigeon.holes into which each group
10 Kraft and Nickelsburg, Early JlldaiJ'm and 11.1' Modem Inrc'l)ff!lcrx, p. 20.
1I Ibid., p. 2.
n Kraft and Nickelsburg argue that Hellenism was able "to embrace variely and
encourage ils incorporation into the new synthesis. To exist in the synthesis is, by
definition, to be part of the synthesis. The varieties of Judaism in the Greco-Roman
world are, in a very real sense, representative of the Hellenistic synthesis" (ibid., p.
23).
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can be slotted but rather an in depth study of how a distinct group expresses itself and
its concerns through its written texis. In the case of New Testament texts, the picture
of Jesus painted in each of the gospels and the leiters of Paul reveals, although
obscurely in some instances, each author's interpretation of Jesus' message which, in
turn, tells the reader something about the author's own self-understanding.
For the Johannine community identity was a critic:tl issue. Wayne Meeks
addresses the crisis of self·discovery within this group:
The myth of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel is still Jewish in its roots,
distinctively Christian ir, its form and fun':tion, and on the threshold of
becoming gnostic in the sense used by the second century
hcresiologists. And it was all these things at once. 1l
The significance of being "all these things at once" lies in the diverse nature of
Hellenistic culture and its power to influence. The 10hannine community was
bombarded by outside variables; Hellenistic culture. synagogue officials. Roman
authorities were all part of the Johannine experience. To have emerged as a self-
reliant group is an achievement which makes the Johannine community distinctive I.;
it exisfed amidst a plurality of religi,JUs, political, and ethnic identities. The formation
of distinct communities during this time was influenced by Hellenistic trends of
11 Wayne A. Meeks, "'Am I A Jew?' -- Johannine Christianity and Judaism" in
Chri.~tianity. Judaism and Other Gro,·o·Roman C,,/ts. p. 171.
I~ Wayne O. McCready, "lohannine Self-Understanding and the Synagogue
Episode of John 9" in Scfj·J)ejinition and Self-Discovery in Early Christianity, raises
this exact question and examines whether other communities may have endured the
same h3ldships that the Fourth Gospel portrays. He inquires about the impact of
expulsion from the synagogue on the group and wonders why it is "attested in only
one source -- the Gospel of John. The term a1toouvaY(J)Y~ meaning 'to be expelled
from as synagogue' appears nowhere else in Christian literature and it has no precise
parallel in rabbinic terminology~ (p. 158).
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change. In this sea of change effort> at self-definition and self·awareness are crucial
in the formative stages of distinct societies.
These efforts are manifested in the wriuen records of New Testament writers.
Beginning with the assumption that written material is meant to be read we must
understand the agendas of those who are respr.nsible for the texts. Such agendas lie
at the heart of self-definition and self.understanding. Literary records related to
cultural existents are useful in understanding the drive towards self-definition as well
as the society to which an author might bdong. 'l Simply put, the written texts may
be seen as ideologies '6 revealing a great deal aboUlthe self-understanding of groups
or communities represented by the texts
Social conditions and circumstances dictate the manner in which literary
records of communities are kepI. Reading and interpreting thesl: records with this
premise in mind extends the horizon of the text. Because New Testament writers
chose to tell different stories in different ways and present Jesus in particular ways,
their view of the world is revealed through the writing process. And here we come
across an important point: it is the variety of experiences rel:orded in the New
Testamenlthal highlights the importance of community self.definition during that era.
The gospels. for example, are not only summaries of Jesus' life but also renect the
15 On the relationship between symbolic and social structures see Bengt Holmberg,
Sociology and 'lie New TeSIOTt/CfII, pp. 118-144.
16 The reality of a writer's situation plays a determinate role in the writing process
Emphasizing the gospels as social products promotes a socio·structural methodology
which goes to the heart of writer's experiences. Liberation theologians have focused
on this particular method as a means to understanding the texts in a specific social
environment. Cf. Christopher Rowland, Radical Christianity, pp 116·137.
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beliefs and world-views oi the writers and their communities A socially-conscious
rcading of these texts allows us to ask: What brought the members of these
communilics together and what sustained them?
The wider culture in which first century groups and communities defined
themselves was the Greco-Roman empire, which was far from homogeneous. Because
many different types of people with many different ways of living ex.isted within this
empire, social conflict, in many instances, served as a boundary builder. Within first-
century Judaisr'" itself, many different types of people practiced the Jewish faith and
fine·tuncd it to suit p3r1;cular social situations, It is possible to see Jesus' actions, and
subsequent interpretations of those actions, as on2 o~"a number of first-century Jewish
responses to the prOlonged political 3I1d cultural pressures to which [Jews] had been
subjected.~'1
A major source of these pressures was the political tension between the Roman
);overnor, lewish syna);o);ue officials, 3I1d the lewish household." From the time of
Pompey to the First Jewish War mort' 3I1d more divisions crept ir,iO the lewish
~tructure: geographical divisions and social divisions separated practicing lews (eg.,
Temple Jews vs. Samaritans, urban Jews vs. rural Jews, authority of Jerusalem priests,
domination by a patriarchal minority). Boundaries between Jews became mOl'e
concrete as the political infighting rose 3I1d the need to define oneself increased.
Jesus' presence among Jews prompted many reactions and interactions_ ,John,
Mal/hew, Mmk, /,rtke, and Paul recorded their views of Jesus' work, Their writing
17 John Rich:!!s, The World of Jesrts, p. 7.
I-Ibid., pp. 13-29,
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contributed to the formation and perpetuation of dishm: social groups. Common
beliefs acted as a cohesive force in bringing these sociol groups together'" :uu.l
subsequently, as a self·defining force. Originally, for the followers of Christ, this
would have been a belief thai Jesus was the prophesiecl Jewish messiah. His presence
in the towns and on the roads, alone, would allTllel a group of pl",{lple. II is necessary
10 understand a link between statements of belief and the meaning potential of
language in order to fully comprehend the signilicanceofwriuen words within a given
social system. The actual act of stating beliefs is indicative of self-delinition; one is
what one thinks one is.
A growing confusion over the belief in divine retribution was a point of
depanure for many Jewish groups. Because much of their ,~xperience did 1101 coincide
with the belief in God's reward for the righteous, many Jews had 10 rethink their
situation and decide how to react to God's perplexing behaviour..lIt The Zealots, who
emphasized God as king, decided to strike out by force of arms agai"st the enemies
of God while the Essenes and the Qllmran group retreated from an evil world which
was quickly dedining and would soon end. The Sadducees decided existence was
possible in their newly Hellenized Roman world so long as they remained true to the
temple-state of Judaism and maintained the eSsence of their Jewish heritage. The
19 Cf. Richard L. Rohrbaugh, ·'Social Location of Thought' as .1 Heuristic
Construct in New Testament Study," JSNT 30 (1987) in, 103-119,
:0 Two good books which outline Ihe variety of reactions to Roman innuence
during the New Testament period are John Riches, The World of ./e.\·II,\' and Hayim
Goren Perelmeter, Siblings: Rabbinic Judaism and Early Chri,t/ianifY al Their
Beginnings (New York, NY: Paulist Press, 1989). See also Gary G. Porton,
"Diversity in Postbiblical Judaism" in Early Judaism and If,\' M,:dcm InlcrWctefY, pp.
57-80.
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Pharisees bf!lieved that the temple-state could not exist within the confines of foreign
rule and removed the temple worship to the privacy of individual homes in small
gatherings on a communal level in an effort 10 save the Law. Adherence to the Law
seems to be of crucial imparlance; interpretation of the Law sepa~)ted the groups of
Jewish believers. A reinterpretation of authority in Judaism gavE. each group a source
of validation in the ever-expanding practices of Jewish Law and C'ISlom. In general,
political influence, via Hellenism, played havoc with Jewish concen~s. Maintaining
conlrol was an issue that affected all factions of Jewish origin. It is possible to speak
in terms of Jewish 'origin' or Jewish 'descent' by virtue of the fact that these emerging
groups claimed Jewish heritage for themselves; each community claimed to be the
'true Israel'.
The Johannine community sought 10 control its situation and define itself
within this large Hellenistic-Jewish environment. A multiplicity of responses to the
social conditions of the New Testament era supports the notion that no one "single
group of authorities or anyone official body would have controlled all synagogues in
antiquity.~~1 Many groups and communities struggled for control; their struggle was
extremely influential in Ihe process of self-definition and as a source of cohesion,
especially in intra-communi!) conflict; "it islhe brothc· who threatens identity moSl.":~
:1 Wayne D. McCready, "Johannine Self-Understanding and the Synagogue
Episode of John 9" in .\'e/f·Definition and Self-Discovery in Ecufy Christianity. pp.
161-162.
~: James, D. G. Dunn, "Pharisees, Sinners and Jesus" in The Social World of
1'ilmlatil'e Christianity, p. 275. Taking this metaphor to its extreme it is possible to
interpret formal Christianity and Judaism (I.e., Rabbinic Judaism and legalized, third-
century Christianity) as siblings, products of the conflict between Rome and Jerusalem
authorities. Cl~ Perelmeter, Siblings.
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The group which threatened the Johannine Jesus and his disciples most
frequently in the Fourth Gospel was "the Jews". The influence of this group for the
creators of the Fourth Gospel is undeniably important due to its powerful negative
influence, not unlike the portrayal of the K6a~o<; in the Fourth Gospel. h is over
against this group in particular !hat the lohannine community seems to be defining
itself. Thus there has been much speculation as to the significance of "the Jews~, both
from a symbolic viewpoint as well as an historical one.
Historical interpreters concern themselves with the identity of "the Jews" and
ask. Who are "the lews" in the Fourth Gospel? The answer to this question could he
that "the Jews" are limited to only the temple officials in Jerusalem, those who llrc
responsible for sending Jesus to Pilate (John 18:28). Prior to his encounter with Pilate
in the Praetorium, Jesus is questioned by Annas and Caiaphas (John 18: 12.27) and the
title "high priest" is mentioned several times. In this interpretation. the Pharisees, as
an historical group, become the object or the Johannine community's scorn. In several
other instances throughout the Fourth Gospel the Pharisees and "the Jews" are
mentioned together and are portrayed as a threat to Jesus and his followers
Beginning in John I: 19-24, '"the lews~ send the Pharisees to question John the
Baptist to determine who ,Ie is and what he is doing. Soon after (John 3), Nicodemus,
a Pharisee and leader of "the lews" approaches Jesus to investigate his actions. Upset
over Jesus' growing popularity, the Pharisees send the Temple guards to the Feast of
Shelters (John 7:32) to arrest Jesus while "the Jews" are looking for him as well (John
7:35fl). Later. the Pharisees charge Jesus with false testimony (John 8: 13); "the Jews~
get involved in this conversation (John 8:22) and become increasingly hostile towards
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Jesus as they find his answers to their questions frustrating. The Pharisees question
the man born blind whom Jesus has healed (John 9:13-17) but ~the Jewsft do not
believe the now-seeing man's answers (John 9: 18-34). Finally, it is decided by the
Pharisees, the high priest, and ftthe Jews" that Jesus should die for the good of the
whole Jewish nation (John II :45-54); they tum all their attention towards achieving
this yoal.
It is impossible to conclude for certain that ftthe Jewsft are the Pharisees but
both groups represenl a threat to the Johannine Jesus and consequently, to the
followers of Christ as well. The point being made here is that the Johannine
community, as a faithful entourage of Jesus, defines itself against this backdrop of
hostility. Therefore, its predominant characteristic is one of defence as a means to
maintaining control over its situation.
The majority of scholars have not concerned themselves with the historical
identity of "the Jews", bUI rather have focused on the symbolic meaning of the group
within the literary confines of the Fourth Gospel. This focus allows for an
interpretation of the Johannine self-understanding based on the symbolic meaning
attached to groups of people with which the community may have had relationships.
It is possible to discuss the different groups identified in many biblical texts, "the
Jews· in the Fourth Gospel being one example. as symbolic in the sense that authors
chose to generalize about groups based on geographical, historical, and religious
information regarding these groups. Historically, we have already discussed the
pluralistic society in which the Johannine community developed indicating the
difficulty of speaking of the Jews as one homogeneous, orthodox group..
... IO~
In the Fourth Gospel ftthe Jews· are disdainful in their treatment of Jesus. This
is not unlike the authors' negative treatment of KOOI!Ol;. The KOOflO<; represents that
which is opposite to all that Jesus represents. Because of this similarity between the
two, Alstrup Dahl identifies "the Jews· in the Fourth Gospel as a homogeneous group
which represents "the world in its hostility to God".:J It is difficult to define a general
symbolic meaning of "the Jews· because at some points the authors depict them as
humble and simply ignorant to the meaning of Jesus' message (John 3:4, 9; 7:35, 40ff;
8:3-11, 22); moreover, some "Jews" come 10 believe in him (John 8:30). But
generally, "the Jews· rellTesent, as one specific group, Ihe animosity which faced Ihe
Johannine community.
John T. Townsend focuses on the function of "the Jews" in the Fourth Gosp::!
and interprets this term as "a symbol for the evil hostility of the world to God's
1J Alstrup Dahl, "The Johannine Church and History" in CIlm!nlls.I'/Ie.\· in New
Testament Inlerprctalion, pp. 124-142, edited by William Klassen and Graydon F.
Synder, (New York, NY: Harper & Row, 1962), p. 129. Dahl explains his reasoning
behind this slatement: "John does not make use of the traditional distinction between
the people of God (ha laos) and the Gentile nations (fa cfhmJ). But his poinl of view
is based upon the Jewish idea, that Israel is the center of Ihe world. This conception
is, however, interpreted in a new and revolutionary way in the Fourth Gospel.
Positively, it implies that the mission of Jesus in israel is a mission to the world and
that he fulfilled his ministry 10 the world wilhin Israel. Negatively, it means that the
world's enmity and opposition to God gels its concentrated expression through the
Jews·(p. 129). See also Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel ofJolin: A Commcnlary, pp.
144-145,646-647. D. Moody Smith disagrees on this point, as do I. He cautions
against the association of "the Jews" with the ·world" in the Fourth Gospel as they do
not necessarily refer to the same thing. Some Jews are enemies of Jesus while other!>
arc not. The "world", on the other hand, represents all that is completely opposite to
Jesus' message. See Smith's"Judaism and the Gospel of John" in Jews and Chris/ian.f,
pp. 82f, 9Of. The reluctance to identify an underlying anitsemitism in the Fourth
Gospel is obvious.
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revelation. The Je~ oppose Jesus and persecute him throughout his ministry.":·
Townsend proposes two answers to the question, Who do "the Jews" represent?: "the
sinful world as a wholc" or ". limited group within Israel such as the authorities, those
Jews who oppose Jesus, Jcwish non-believers, Judeans. etc.":5 He concludes that
John's anti-Jewish bias is certainly ambivalent though definitely real. As the
Johannine community matured and gained independencc the initial rejection by the
world is projected onlO a single group, "the Jews". "The Jews" b«:omc the enemy
which the community can stand up and face
John Ashton argues from a similar perspective to that of Townsend and
proposes that Jesus, as representative of all Christians, stands in opposition to the
Jewish tradition rather than the Jewish people.26 Ashton elevates the symbolism of the
Fourth Gospel story 10 a cosmological level and interprets the relevant symbols in that
manner. Jesus becomes the representative of thc Johannine Christians' experience in
particular. the rejection of JesUJ by "the Jews" parallels the rejection of the Johannine
Christians by "the world". Ashton maps out the relationship between "the world" and
"the Jews":
In the Prologue, a general observation about the world's unreceptivity
to the light (1:10) has been narrowed down to focus on a single state
(ta r6ta.) and a single nation (of f6tOl) soon to be specified as of
'lou6a.iol. In the body of the Gospel, where the sullen hostility of
these same 'louSa.im is a major theme, the movement of the
:~ John T. Townsend, "The Gospel of John and the Jews: The Story of a
Religious Divorce" in Anlisemitbm and 'he Foundations of Christianity, p. 74.
~ Ibid., p. 79.
:. John Ashton. "The Identity and Function of the 'lOYAAIOI in the Fourth
Gospel: Novum Testrmentum XXVII (1985) 1:40-75, p. 60.
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Prologue is reverslo!d, and after Jesus' retirement from the public scene
the narrator's record of the unreceptivity of the Jews is followed by
Jesus' own prophetic warning of the active hostility of the world.!'
Based on our previous discussion of Cassem and KAsemann and th~ above
argument proposed by Ashton, the thesis that real insight into Johannine self-
understanding lies in the Fourth Gospel's use of K6a~0I; is made more probable. It
is likely that the community's interpretation of Jesus' interaction with J(lwish
authorities laid the foundation for its perceived hostility from the K6a~ot;, The
general concerns voiced by the narrator in the Prologue are reiterated by the Johannine
Jesus in John 17 thus bringing home to the reader the negative effects of interference
from the 1C6a~0I; as a whole.
The effort to interpret the symbolic meaning of ~the Jews~ and K6a~Ot; is a
means to discovering the self-understanding of the community which developed these
terms and themes in its gospel. Because K6aj.l0l; is used more and more negatively
as the Fourth Gospel's tale progresses (some of the most blatantly negative treatments
are in the Epistles, presumably written after the Gospel) and "the Jews" emerge as a
dangerous adversary, it is possible to understand their use in terms of the stages of
development of the Johannine community.
The community maintained some distance from the rest of society.
Although this withdrawal from ~the world" became more pronounced
during the period in which [John was written, the gospel (15:18; 16:2;
17:9) also reflects the community's awareness of its separation from the
rest of society.~l
2J Ibid., p. 66. Ashton does concede, however, that no explicit connection is
drawn in the Fourth Gospel between "the world" and ~the Jews" although many
implicit inferences are evident.
21 Alan Culpepper, The Johannine School, p. 289.
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The negative effect of the increased rejection and eventual expulsion of the Johannine
community manifests itself in the community's attitude towards "the Jews· and the
KOOj.tot:;. As the separation between the community and its surroundings grows, it
gains in self-awareness and this in tum supports the tendency towards self-definition
against the backdrop of "the Jews" and the KOO}lOl;.
This increase in self-awareness of the Johannine community can be tied to the
thematic development of ICOOj.tO<; in the Fourth Gospel, as we have argued in Chapter
3. We have shown that the use of XOOJ.lOlO can be tied to several different topics or
themes. The only consistently negative use is in the references to "overcoming the
world" (John 17:33; I John 5:4, 4, S), "where 'the world' is viewed as a salvific
obstacle. n:!\1 It is no coincidence that these negative occurrences of Kooj.tOl; are in the
final farewell discourse of the Johannine Jesus and in the most vocal epistle of the
Johannine community. The division between the Johannine Jesus' revelation to 'the
world' (John I: 19-12:50) and his revelation to the disciples (John 13: 1-17:26) reflects
the growing alienation of the Johannine community. The increase in negativity
towan -s the 1C6aJ.lo~ is directly related to that alienation. The Fourth Gospel focuses
on lhe IC6aJ.l~ as its source of hostility which fuels the development of the
community's self·definition.
This literary focus can be understood as a model for uni"'erse construction.
The Fourth Gospel can be viewed as the result of the commWlity's cosmic self-
definition. The writing process of this gospel would have aided the formalization of
:9 Cassem, •A Grammafical and Contextual Inventory of the Use of ICOOjJl; in the
Johannine Corpus with Some Implications for a Johannine Cosmic Theology," p. 87.
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established traditions and solidified the "corporate identity"lU of the Johannine
community. Simply put, the purpose of cosmic self-definition is to create a symbolic
world in which one can live. On a cosmological level. a group of people will define
a world whidl fits their understanding of themselves. It would not make much sense
to exist inside boundaries with which one. .ot comfortable.
The Johannine community existed within a religious social system that began
"with concrete events selected by some means to be rcprcsentative, hcnce symbolic,
for the group."l' This point can not be stressed enough: each New Testament writer
selected events from that era, specifically the time of Jesus, which reflected hisJher
anitudes and feelings toward hisJher own situation. That is why there are four gospels
in the canon along with a host of leuers whi(h display a wide variety of responses to
individual situations. The Johannine writers chose to focus on "the Jews" as the
symbolic representation of their rejection and their adversary; Jesus is thc
representative for all 'true Christians' in the eyes of the Johannine writers. The Fourth
XI Mark W. G. Sribbe. John As Story/eller (Cambridge: CUP, 1992), p. 54.
Stibbe borrows from Peter L. Berger's sociology of knowledge to support his argument
that "narrative is a crucial medium in (the) objectivation of shared knowledge and
maintenance of la] sy,,-;bolic universe ... once a commUl,ity has established a sense of
tradition and a sense of corporate identity, the most common way of articulating those
things is throuf' narrative forms such a myth. legend, saga, history" (pp. 53-54)
JI David M. Bossman, "Canon and Culture: A Call f('lr Biblical Theology in
Context," Bil'licaJ Theology Bulletin 23 (1993) 1:4-13, p. 4. Bossman praises Mary
Douglas' contributions to the field of belief structures and summarizes her argument
in this article: "Rather than the group's determining its social world by me::ans of its
symbol world and tradition of symbolic signification, the more likely pattern is for Ihe
social world to shape the group's use of symbols: their literary creation, selectio~.
signification, and canonical mediation ... it is not Israel that invents a view of history
thaI is subjective. timeless, and absolute in its authority structure. It is the social
world that engenders this range of perceptions" (p. 10).
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Gospel is the only gospel in the New Testament canon that portrays this severe a
connict betwee~ jews and Christians and which sets up the connict in these symbolic
terms. If the premise that 1esus is a representative figure in an historical selting is
correct then it is probable that the 10hannine community of 'true Christians,n felt
threatened by some outside group; that it was the 1ewish authorities in actuality is
possible.
Based on what we now know about the attitudes and beliefs of the 10hanl'line
community, it is possible to paint a picture of the world it created and sustained. It
is imponant 10 realize. however. that a straight-line correspondence is difficult 10 map
out because we can never know all there is to know about the Johannine writers. the
community or the historical Jesus. What we can hope to achieve rather. is a modest
theoretical summary based on the evidence which we have so far addressed. It is also
wise to keep in mind that the Fourth Gospel, while a final piece of the Johannine
community's history, is not final in thematic terms. Chapter 21 leaves the reader with
a feeling of unresolved issues and the Epistles highlight even more the difficulties
associated with Ihe formalization of lhe community.
Richard Rohrbaugh has designed a model for mapping the correlat'on between
thought structures and social structures, what he has termed "social locations of
Jl Pr~viously (cf. chapter 3, p. 89) we characterizeu me Johannine self-
understanding as 'true Isn'el'. The difficulties in attaching descriptive titles to this
community are obvious. Calling it 'true lsrae\' roots it in Judaism; calling it 'true
Christians' roots it in Christianity. The operative word, however, is 'true'. It is clear
that this community thought of itself as the 'true believers' in Christ. Whether that
makes it Christian or Jewish is debatable. Jn its own terms, namely tha! of the Fourth
Gospel, it is likely that the community thought of itself as 1ewish even though it had
broken ties with the Jewish authorities. "The Jews~ represent those who do not
possess knowledge of Christ and therefore do not believe.
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thought-. lJ He defines a social location of thought as "a menial construct. a socially
produced and maintained picture of the world."J~ Once a group has been identified.
as Meeks identifies the Pauline Christians as a 'grouP'. one can proceed to construct
a social location of thought based on literary texts; the correlation between written
texts (authorial records) and thought structures is a one-to--one correspondence. I'
lJ See his article "'Social Location of Thought' as a Heuristic Construct in New
Testament Study," p. 104. Rohrbaugh is concerned with the socio-scientific approach
to New Testament studies. He focuses on Meeks' The Firot limon Christians as a
good model to emulate.
J.I Rohrbaugh, pp. 113.114. Because of the abstract nature of this theory
Rohrbaugh cautions against construing ;,istorically accurate results though his analysis:
"social locations are heuristic constructs. not explanatory ones" (p. 114).
II Much has been explored in the field of socio-literary analysis of biblical
literature. This type (Of ;;.<.egesis shifts the emphasis away from source reconstruction
and historical accuracy to the function of the text for those who created il. The
premise for this type of study lies in the communicative nalure of language and the
significance of recording thoughts. beliefs, opinions. and events in literary form. The
consideration of literature as a source of communication allows the social aspects of
literature to enter into scholarly discussion of New Testament teltts and opens avenues
of discussion left untravelled in the past The discussion of biblical literature now
takes "into account the intentions of those involved. [and] we may suppose that the
connection between social reality and spiritual phenomenon is to be seen not only as
the effect of a situation on the movement but al::;o as the response of the movement
to that situation." (Gerd Theissen. Soziologie derJes/lsbewc811ng. ET: Sm:ill/flKY of
J:.Qrly Palestinian Christianity. p. 32) Several key contributors have facilitated this
eltplorRtion.
As we have already seen, Wayne A. Meeks, in his ground-breaking article.
"Man From Heaven," addressed the then unexplored function of socially generated
myths in sacred literature. He argued that the lohannine literature in particular. "is Ihe
product not of a lone genius but of a community or group of communities that
evidently persisted with some consistent identity over a considerable span of time" (p.
49). The Johanninc 'JIlity's legacy is its gospel; its language is readily accessible
and is key to the SC>~. ,ntity of the community. In a much more recent article,
"Breaking Aw-;.y" (in Essential Papers on Judaism and Christianity in Conflict, pp. 89-
113, edited by Jeremy Cohen [New York and London: New York University Press,
1991]), Meeks pursues a picture of the New Testament social world based on
cOJ;~munally produced documents.
It is perhaps unavoidable in today's historical exegesis of biblical literature to
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Rohrbaugh argues, however, that a single author, in Meeks' case, Paul. is unlikely to
be representative of a larger community. Communal authorship, as is generally
accepted to be the l.:aSC in the composition of the Fourth Gospel, gives a more accurate
social location construct
In the case of New Testament teJtts, the context of $Ociallocations of thought
is belief structures. II is belief lhat ~arated social groups and facilitated self-
definition in the sea of change associated with the New Testament ppriod. Rohrbaugh
recognizes this aspect of the biblical texts and attempts to clarify the functionality of
chart social and political influencC$ on the composition of texts. The recv~nition of
reading and writing sites (cf. Ched Myers, Binding Ih,. Slrong Man) has awakened
interest in discovering the link between socio-political settings and the texis they
pre ';uce. In the case of sacred literature the emphasis is on the interpretation ofmytbs
and symbols as socially generated constructs which reflect the self-understanding of
a community. Symbolic representations captured in the literature of a community are
influenced and created by factors affecting that community. (Cf. Bengt Holmberg.
Sll(:i%gy and the New Tt:SIan~nt. pp. 118-144.)
The intertwining of so-:»ology of knowledge and sacred texts is quickly
becoming common-place in act ·}emic circics. Much is rooled in the origins of
redaction cnticism but with the emphasis on function rather than intention, the
question for socio-literary scholars becomes: What was occurring at the time a text
was written to make authors choose to say what they said and what does it mean for
them? Good introductions to the type of answers being given and the methodology
behg used are provided by Gerd Theissen, "The Sociological Interpretation of
Religious Traditions· in Bible and Liberation, pp. 38·60, edited by Norman K.
Gottwald(Maryknoll, NY: OrbisBooks. 1983};_' Urchislliche Wrmdergeschichlen:
Hin Beitrag zlIr famlgcschil:hllichclI Erfnr.ichung der synoptischcn Evangclian
(Gl1tersloh: GOlersloh Verlaghau$ Gerd Mohn, 1974). ET: The Mime/e Stories oj the
Harty Chris(iQl, Tradl/IIJ/l, translated by Francis McDonagh, edited by John l~j~hes
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983); Bruce Malina, ·The Social Sciences and Biblical
Interpretation" in Bible and Liberation. pp. 11-25; Stephen D. Moore's discussion of
narrative criticism in U/crruy Criticism and the Gospe/s; John G. Gager, Kingdom and
(',Immunity, pp. I Of; John Riches, "Parables and the Search for a New Community"
in 7'hc Social World oj FormaJiYc Christimily, pp. 235-263, edited by Jacob Neusntr
ct. aI., (Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 1988); Peter L. Berger, The Social Reality oj
Religion. pp. 3-28; Mark W. G. Stibbe, John As Storyteller, pp. 50-66, 148.167;
Jerome H. Ncyrcy. An Ideology of ReYoll, pp. 96--100.
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belief within his social location theory.
It is not that certain experiences produce certain beliefs. but that given
certain experiences a limited range af beliefs should be plausible
options for most of those who share the social localion. Even if
rejected for other a1ternalives. a given belief within that range should
be understood by those who share Ihe common lacalion. And for our
purposes, description of such limited ranges of e:-tperience should help
us understand the way a set of beliefs were taken by those who adopted
them.)/;
Given that the Johannine community was 'outside' the Jewish and Roman social
structures against which it defin~ itself. any beliof structures would be set up in
opposition 10 and in defence of these larger social constructs. The Johannine Jesus
is rejected and is eventually confined to a small group of followers. a chosen few.
Adherence to belief in this type of christology reflects a communal self-understanding
of opposition and defence.
The Johannine community ..lxisted, as far as it was concerned, in a world which
did nol understand _. a world which eventually did not deserve to understand nor be
inviled to join the fellowship. This is the underlying story Ihe meta-story of the
~. The division within the gospel between Jesus' revelation to the woltd
and his revelation to the disciples supports the increased negativity towards the non-
believers. The 10hannine community c1ose.~ off its fellowship to any people wilhout
faith in Christ (John 1:12-13; 15:18-19; 16:8-9; 17:2b,6-8, 11, 16; I John 2:15;]:10;
4:6; 5:1-4. 19). The rise in separation is evident in the rise in negative thematic
l6 Rohrbaugh, p. Il4-115. See al!'o David M. Bossman's argument for the same
in "Canon and Culture: h. Call for Biblical Theology in Contextft • He maintains that
"rather than the group's deternl:T'.ing its social world by means ofils symbol world and
tradition of symbolic signification, the more likely pattern is for the social world to
shape the group's use of symbols: thell literary crealion, selection, signification, and
canonical mediation" (p. 10).
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treatment of lC60lJ.ot;.JJ
It is the underlying universal inteliJI etation of the Johannine Jesus' purpose that
is the constant for the Johannine community ant:! which facilitates ils particular world-
view. Throughout the Fourth Gospel the Johannine Jesus remains the strength of the
community of followers and Ihe source of contlict for those who oppose his work.
These two defining features of the 10hannine Jesus' character are what distinguish the
boundaries of the 10hannine community's social location.If However universally based
the Johannine christological theme may be, the community sels its own social,
political. and cultural limits through ils use of the theme. This is the case for any
community; the essence of self-understanding and self·definition is separation and
boundary adherence.
II is now clear that the Johannine community was separated and did separate
itself from the larger Jewish circle. Its high christology made its understanding of
Jesus distinct and fuelled the separation. It had sectarian characteristics by ils creation
JJ The details of Jesus' mission and the actions of his friends and foes serve as
examples for the underlying theme and to provide it wilh a temporal and geographical
framework. This particular aspect of the Johannine Gospel has been thoroughly
discussed by Adele Reinhartz, Thc Wofli in the World: The Cosmological Talc in the
Ftlllrtlt Gospel, who argues that this cosmological tale serves as the foundation of the
Fourth Gospel and allows it 10 transgress time and spatial boundaries. "The
cosmological tale serves to de-historizc the gospel so tnal it is sem as ever applicable
and relevant" (p. 10 J). Reinhartz' exegesis of John J0: J-5 is a succinct application of
he~ literary approach to the Gospel. The 'sheep' are identified metaphorically with the
'world'; the 'sheepfold' is the 'world' spalially; Jesus is the 'shepherd' syrr.bolically
because "the activity of the shepherd with respect 10 the sheepfold in the IJaroimia
parallels thaI of Jesus with respect to the world in the cosmologicallale of the gospel
narralive" (p. 79).
II Cf. Gerd TheisS! n. "The Sociological Interpretation of Religious Traditions" in
Hihle and Liberotion, pp. 38·58. p. 47f.
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of boundaries between believers and non-believers whose labels divided 'hI: groups
they characterized. The self·evaluatioo by the Johannine community is revealed in its
ev,Juationofthe 1C6cr.-<><;.
CONCWSION
The Johannine community elevated itself to a level near the Johannine Jesus
through its theology of ImilQ/io Chris/I, The view of Christ left the community with
a negative outlook on its place in 'this world' and precipitated ils alienation from it
The elitist attitude of the community determined who could be included and who
could not. A predominantly high christology combined with exclusive tendencies
makes the Johannine community unique.
The two-fold mission of Ihe Johannine Jesus - revelation to the world and
revel::r.tion to the disciples - reveals two major memes or the Fourth Gospel and the
crisis of the Johannine community. The community is forced to debate its purpose tv
t~ "OO~.I(P while not being tte toO ICOO}10U.
Being in the world (tv) is a neutral location that can be positive or
negative depending on fuMher circumstances. Being or the world {tK)
seems to refer definilely to an undesirable Slate opposed to discipleship.
However. God is portrayed as having a strong rescue intention, and the
reader is oflen reminded that Jesus is coming or has come or is sent
in.o (tft;) Ihe world. Despite the specificity of these phrases the
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Johannine ambivalence to 'the world' remains. I
The crisis of self-discovery is fraught with ambivalence because the task of going out
into a world of hatred is undesirable.:
It is difficult to characterize the Johannine community as either Jewish or
Christian because each title brings with it a presumed interpretation of what it means
to bE" tither one. The attempt here has been to understand the Johannine self-
awareness and self-definition from within the community as revealed by its gospel.'
It seems reasonable to conclude that the community thought of itself as Mtrue
believers" and because their belief was founded on a belief in the Jewish messiah, the
community constituted a "true Israel". Modem interpretations of Judaism and
Christianity place the two religions opposite one another; the above interpretation of
1 Cassem,"A Grammatical and Contextual Inventory of the Use oflC6<Jll~ in the
Johannine Corpus with Some Implications for a Johannine Cosmic Theology," pp. 84-
8S.
l This particular view of the world is at odds with more traditional interpretations
of discipleship. Bengt Holmberg, for example. argues that "one should also keep in
,n!Tld that, while the Christian groups separated themselves from the larger. Jewish
contell.~ and thus became more sectarian in relation to this background, their relation
to the even larger society outside Judaism underwent the opposite change: they
transformed their rather exclusive connections with the Jewish communities and
became an open, outreaching. and strongly integrating religious movement, wl.!ch was
not 'sectarian' at all!" (Sociology and Ihe New Testament, p. I04) Perhaps Holmberg
is referring to the Pauline movement here. The Johannine movement retained much
of its exclusive tendencies carried over from the rejection by the Jewish communities.
In this sense it transgressed the definitions of discipleship and mission. This connict
fuelled the ambivalence towards the larger KOOIl~ as a whole.
J Methodologically, the altempi has been made in this argument to discuss one
symbol, KOOlloc;. as a component of the Johannine community and show how this
reflects the altitude of that community. We have also outlined the function of this
symbol in the process. Jacob Neusner. Judaism and Its Sodal Metaphor!J' also uses
this type of approach. Cf. pp. 12ff. 210.
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the Johannine community contradicts this opposition. From a tweJllieth-centul)' point
of view, the Johannine community could be characterized as both Christian and
Jewish.
It is hoped that these findings have shed new light on the understanding of the
Jonannine community IS well as contribuled to debates on heterodoxy and diversity
in the New Testament era. The field of socio-literary exegesis, promoted particularly
by Wayne Meeks, is still in its formative stages but its influence on redaction-critical
studies is notable. The concept of correlating texts with communal beliefs and
traditions is a further step in the progression of historical interpretation. This step
makes it possible to discover the self-understanding of the community as revealed by
the Fourth Gospel and to further our own understanding of the general Palestinian
milieu during the first centul)'.
The picture we have created of the Johannine community is of one which is
not altogether peaceful. This particular (,,-Ommunity endured much hardship, some of
which W"..s brought on by itself. Its unique view of the Johannine Jesus left it with
little choice but 10 emulate and imitate the Chrisl figure even to its eventual physical
and spiritual alienation from its Jewish roots. The fact that it did survive, even if for
only a short time, (as John 21 and the epistles indicate) is remarkable in itself. The
commandment of Jesus is the community's stronghold:
at)tll tad\' 1'1 tvto).t) J'I tjlfl, fro aya.1td:re t1U1')~ KctOO~ l"rYWtnaQ.
UJlOO;. (John 15;12)
The second half of the Fourth Gospel reiterates to the disciples only this theme of love
and unity. This is juxtaposed with the preceding twelve chapters of attempted
missionary work to "the Jews". The hostility of the COOJ.101; is the framework in
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which the Johannine Jesus explained to lhe disciples how 10 continue his work Md
remain faithful to the Father. In this setting the Johannine community remained "true"
10 Christ and to each other. Thus did the Johannine community define itself and its
presence; the pages of the Fourth Gospel is its legacy and lasting memorial.
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